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DTX CabteAnatyzer from Ftuke Networks. We were the first
to bring digitat technology to cable test and certification.
The first to provide a comptete Cat 6 solution to reduce your
totat time to certify by as much as 4 hours a day. Now with
DTX, we're the first to detiver a 10Gig solution that equips
you to meet both today's test standards and the new 1'0Gig
standards including Alien Crosstalk-in one rugged. retiable
toot. Like our DSP platform, which served the market for a
decade, DTX is buitt on our commitment to industry-Leading
speed, accuracy and ease-of-use. So whether you're
instaLting or upgrading your cabling infrastructure, you've
got the totaL 10Gig testing solutjon at hand. 0nty from
Fluke Networks-the technology teader in network testing'
To Learn more about 10Giq testing, go to
www.flukenetworks.com/campusnetworks and downtoad our
whitepaper, "Testing Chatlenges for 10 Gb/s Ethernet over
Copper Cabling."
See how far DTX can take you: check out our DTX 10Gig
Solution at the ACUTA Conference booth 6071609' And attend
our presentation on Deploying lOGBASE-T Cabling' See the
ACUTA Conference Daity for the presentation time and location'
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How much money can you exPect to spend if you change to a new family
of messaging syst;ms? br, .rrtor"rt tell us that it's wice as expensive to
prrchusJu ie* mes.uging system versus upgrading their current system!
why?
' ih".e is a huge time and exPense commitment ln tralnlng new users' re-
reco.ding gr#tings and auto amendants and rebuilding distribution lists.
' Users r..'r',!t 1."..-ning new user interfaces, and get little help from
confused em ployeeJand overwhel m ed hel p desks'
' Database conversions can be more complicated than anticipated'
At CommuniTech Services, we've specialized in providing and
supPorting voice messaging systems since. 1983' We have the answers
thai solve-your most criiical concerns, including these:
Have you made sure that that the critical features you use now are
available on your new sYstem?
New "state-of-the-art" tyst".t often lack the features you exPect'
Some don't even offer automated attendant
Does your vendor know both the voice messaging applications and the
."p#li.i", of the new technology Td.oT bldg:.the old with the new?
WL tno* messaging intimatelyln both the TDM and lP worlds along
with Find Me, Foll-ow-Me, unified Messaging lVR, and Speech Recognition and
oth"r prodr.tivity enhanceis. Don't pay foryourvendor's learning curve'
Does your vendor know how to proactively monitor and optimize
svste#s that have heavy demand, high up-time requirements?
il-ri, i, pu., oFour standard support service Don't waic for your system
to maliunction...we'll make sure it never does'
lf you're considering a messaging product from your PBX vendor' is their
.#"rien"e timited t just integiating their own messaging system. to
thlir own phone systlm? Wh-at if you need to integrate with other
PBX's, e-mail or Piesence servers, 3peech Recognition, IVR or other
Voice Messaging Platforms?
As a messaging focused systems
future needs.
we can handle all of Your
Does your system have the latest design considerations for up-time
and high securitY requirements?
Ow ly?r".t are'buili for maximum reliability and up-time' From.the
;;"r;ii"g system to the CPU and power supplies, we are focused on
insuring your uP-time.
Can your vendor help devise marketing ProgJaTs to help you get your
ure. co-rrr.rnities to use your services ind to htlp you sell your,services?
we'll help you sell your rrl., on the services you provide (and offer special
revenue generating Programs that target students')
What other hidden costs of ownership are there?
U"ny u.ndorc are inexperienced in iizing systems which leads to
ti."ii"g rnor. th.n is necessary' We'll help you make the right
iecision"the first time. Needs change - an expert in messaging can
ensure that your messaging platform can adapt and thrive in an ever
changing, comPlex environment'
CommuniTech Services can help you avoid Potentially costly
mistakes with your messaging systems needs' For more information'
call us at 847.9A1120O extension 480'
ColruuNITEcH SnRvtcES, INC'
www. com m u nitechservices.com
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It is truly amazing the new
heights oi visibility lhdt securil y
and all its corresponding issues
have altained in our institulions.
Thinking back before gltt,we
all focused our energies on Y2K
efforts to make sure that our
information was safe and our
systems were protected or
backed up in case of a cata-
strophic event. For reasons too
numerous to mention, Y2K was
a nonevent. It did, for many of
us, raise our awareness of the
need lor disaster recovery,
business con tin uity practices,
and security.
Following the unbelievable events of 911,1,
the United States government, businesses,
educational institutions, and people every.where
began to plan and implement security measures
to protect themselves from everything from loss
of information to loss of life.
In the world of higher education, academic
freedom and research creativity are a given.
When these are combined in our environment
with the dramatic growth in electronic business
processes, the increase in information flow
internally and externally, and the introduction
of new, possibly disruptive technologies, there
are unique security and compliance challenges.
Many of us now have security offices with chief
security officers. This office reviews and
remediates security events occurring inside ancl
outside the university environment, develops
plans to proactively address security require_
ments, and is actively involved in and focused
on security measures and compliance regula_
tions introduced by our government.
All of this equates to increasing the le,rel of
awareness on our campuses. This is an
ongoing marketing campaign, representirrg a
collaborative effort of our administrative
leaders, researchers, faculty, staff, and stuclents.
The combination of intelligent security
direction and collaboration, fostered in
university environments, has allowed universi-
ties to respond to the increasing demands of
attaining the level of security and compliance
necessary in this new world in which we live.
The demands on resources needed to
continue this effort will grow exponentially.
Because of the pressure on resources and the
need for more of them, it is important to
address security and compliance issues in an
efficient and thoughtful manner. Security and
compliance in higher education are a never-
ending challenge for our community. Our.
institutions may never have the resources
necessary to obliterate all security issues and
address completely all compliance measures.
We will, as we have before, address them using
our strengths of collaboration and creativity.
Organizations such as ACUTA play a very
important role ir.r this new world, providing
both education about security-related issues
and a forum in which members share ideas
and information that further improve security
and compliance on our campuses. In
addition, ACUTA has established and
maintains a higher-cducation presence in
Washington as our government considers
regulations and compliance measures.
Working together we are better prepared to
protect ourselves and our constituencies
against the challenges sure to come.
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Your Goals Gan Be Realized
with GomPco Software
Twenty-eightyearsofexperienceinmanagementsoftwarecombinedwith
i nput fiom-great customers in college/university, healthcare, govern ment,
and corporite environments help turn your goals into realities. Compco's
MySoft.net with Mpower Technology gives you the:
. FREEDOM TO INNOVATE
. FLEXIBILITY TO CUSTOMIZE
. POWER TO EXECUTE
.,WeevaluatedthemajorsoftwarevendorsandfoundthatCompco,s
rr/lv-sott.n"t software is, by far, the best.for managing voice and data
networks."
Angela Bradley, Director of Telecom, lowa State University
lnnovations Converge Security and lT
Colleges and universities
are typically ahead of the
curve in the adoption of
innovative technologies.
Perhaps that is due to a
combination of the
research-focused culture of
higher education and the
communications and
networking demands of a
unique population.
It was true back when
the network meant the
telephone system, and it is
true today with the
convergence of data, voice,
and video systems. With
user populations ranging from campus administra_
tive departments to instructors leading distance
education courses, and from students doing peer_to-
peer file sharing to researchers moving gigabytes of
data back and forth daily, the higher education
campus is a true test bed for effective network
architectures.
In my opinion, that is one of the reasons that
ACUTA exists. Our organization, representing more
than 800 institutions and 135 corporations, is
dedicated ro supporting members in their ability to
leverage technology to contribute to the strategic
missions of their institutions. We occupy a unique
position as a ciearinghouse of information about the
technoiogical initiatives and successes of coileges and
universities.
This innovation extends to the sensitive issue of
campus security. The need to keep students, employ_
ees, and visitors safe and to protect the physical and
intellectual assets of the university is a truly real_time
need. Many ACUTA members are leading the way in
enabling campus security using the high_speed, high_
capacity networks that they use to handle voice and
data.
Earlier this year, I learned about these efforts at
several member institutions. I thought they would
offer interesting examples of how the worlds of
physical security and technology are converging on
Summer 2006 ACUTA Journa of Commun calions Technology in H gher Education
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campus, and how ACUTA members are working
closely with campus security officials to enhance
security and safety.
Louisiana State University, Bridgewater State
College, and Providence College are diverse in
geography, size, and environment, but they all have one
important thing in common-a willingness to
innovate to converge security and IT.
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge has
been using its data network to transport security video
images and operations monitoring data in the nearly
two years since the 30,000-student school moved to a
routed 10-gigabit Ethernet network.
LSU has two sources for its security video. For
general campus security, there are about lg cameras,
whose locations were determined by campus security
personnel. They cover nearly all of the campus, and
their video streams feed to a central site for monitor_
ing. Separately, the veterinary school has its own
camera system, which is closely monitored because
some of the research done there falls under the
purview of the U. S. Department of Homeland
Security. Al1 the camera traffic runs over gigabit
interfaces. A private VLAN prevents the security video
from being seen on public VLANs when it goes to the
server to be written to disk.
In addition, the network provides transport for
data from fire, environmental, and security alarms and
building access systems. The IT department provides
network transport for the data but does not get
involved with the monitoring. We were told that LSU
plans to expand its network of cameras and can expand
substantially without straining network capacity.
Bridgewater State College in Massachusetts
monitors the security of classroom audio_visual
equipment as well as buildings over its data network.
The IT department at the 9,300-student college is just
completing a major upgrade to the network.
Bridgewater has a gigabit Ethernet backbone network
with 100 megabits-per-second links to each desktop.
Bridgewater recently completed a classroom
technology project in 41 general purpose classrooms.
They installed projectors, computers, document
cameras, DVD players, and control systems. They also
created a monitoring station in their
support area, and if anY of those
classroom devices is disconnected, an
alarm goes off.
The monitoring uses SimPle Net-
work Management Protocol (SNMP) to
constantly send messages to the class-
room equipment. If at any time a piece
of equipment doesn't answer its calI, that
indicates that it has most likely been
disconnected. The monitoring data goes
to campus security and to the IT depart-
ment simultaneously. The next phase of
the project will involve the second-tier
classrooms, and as each classroom
receives an equipment upgrade, that
equipment will be linked to the central
monitoring system.
Building- access information at
Bridgewater is also carried over the data
network for monitoring bY camPus
security, utilizing sensors on every door'
In addition, nearly all of the teiecommu-
nications network wiring closets, as well
as the main comPuter and switch rooms'
are now monitored via the network'
At Providence College in Rhode
Island, an 89-year-old college with 4'800
students, full-motion security video
surveillance data is now streamed over
the main campus network. The college
recently upgraded its system with new
cameras and large piasma screens' The
camera traffic has been moved from the
cable television fiber system to the main
campus data network in order to meet
current and future needs, including an
eventual transition to IP cameras.
Some two dozen cameras are in
place, covering approximately half of the
Providence campus. Their locations
were determined by the school's director
of security and safety. Installing the
cameras and connecting them to the
netvvork is a joint effort of the public
safety and IT departments. A campus
representative told us that, although
there is not much crime on camPus,
they have sPotted a few ProPertY
vandalism incidents. More importantly,
the project has created awareness that
there is increased video surveillance'
At Providence, the main camPus
network also transmits building access
data. Every dormitorY and camPus
apartment requires card access, as does a
bar on campus and, of course, all
"sensitive" rooms, such as those housing
computer and telephony equipment'
As the successful aPPlications of
merged physical security and IT at these
three ACUTA member institutions (and
many more) demonstrate, there are clear
benefits to this aspect of convergence' It
is a trend that we see likely to continue,
and a clear indication of how communi-
cations technology is enhancing and
safeguarding the quality of life on
camPus.
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by James S. Cross, phD
Network Security: An Achilles Heel for
Organizations of All Sizes
"Whoever is first in the field and awaits the coming of the enemy will be fresh for the fight.,,
- 
Sun Tzu
It seems they are everpvhere: threats,
security breaches, crackers, and hackers
attempting to break into networks to steal,
destroy, and launch malware. With an
expanding service base and a growing need
for unfettered access, it has never been
more challenging to protect mission_critical
data, applications, services, and campus
networks from internal as well as external
threats-
Some computer experts have dubbed
2005 the "worst year ever,,for known
computer security breaches. According to
Gary Bloom, vice chairman and president
of Symantec, "It's a new frontier for
security. Iust protecting the endpoint from
malware or monitoring the wire is not
nearly enough....The world has moved on
and become more subtle, interconnected,
and dangerous. The world has transitioned
from disruptive attacks to outright fraud;
moved from prevention of malicious code
execution to surveillance, monitoring, and
prevention of any malicious activity, all in a
regulated society."l Security risks, threat
potentials, and the necessity to find ways to
tackle them have never been greater.
According to fessica Rivchin in ,,security
Breaches Continue," measuring the actual
number of break-ins is difficult, since many
companies are unaware that they have been
hacked.'? Many security experts say there is
little doubt that there are more digital
attacks to come because of the rapid
commoditization of the Internet and the
consumer-security market. The Internet
has long been a major security concern for
many industries worldwide, from the
corporate spheres to various government
departments. It is not just about blocking
incoming traffic and who connects to our
enterprise networks. protecting informa_
tion and understanding what goes on
within an organization's network is just as
important. As hackers become increasingly
skilled, security professionals will need to
work smarter to stay ahead of online
threats and beef up their security measures
as they integrate new technologies into
their enterprise networks.
New Questions: Biometric Answers?
New challenges are being presented by
"social computing," "wikis,,, and ..personal
broadcasting," as podcasts, weblogs, and
video blogs continue to emerge as a big
technology area. Designed to support
collaborative environments, social
computing and personal broadcasting
contribute to what experts see as a plethora
of challenges for colleges, and universities,
protection schemes, such as:
. ID management
. network access control
. adaptive threat defense
. bandwidth management
. open policy-based culture
. security policy enforcement
ID management and network access
controls to detect, isolate, and clean
infected and/or vulnerable wired and
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wireless devices attempting to access the network are critical
functions in maintaining a high-performance network
environment. Security-minded network administrators are
working to get a better grip on their sprawling information
systems, adaptive threat defenses, timely identification and
mitigation of security threats' and bandwidth management to
share available capacity more equitably and effectively'3
To that end, many have adopted a wide array of network
access controls and adaptive threat defenses' However, many
netlvork administrators are finding their current controls and
defense strategies are only somewhat effective' The conse-
quences are increased security vulnerabilities, poor network
performance, risk of failing compliance audits, unexplained
outages, and more unplanned work for staff'
Many organizations are beginning to research and explore
biometrics for possible insights into more effective security
management. Biometric systems identify would-be users by
face, voice, fingerprint, hand geometry, iris, or other physical
or behavioral characteristics. While still not foolproof, such
systems represent an improvement oYer traditional methods
such as passwords or ID cards.a
Perhaps the biggest obstacle to implementing biometrics is
people. Privacy issues, of heightened concern to Americans in
the wake of glll and the war on terrorism, raise concern about
the potential for misuse, abuse, or even criminal activity' But
the benefits of enhanced security seem to be outweighing the
risk of intrusion into our private lives.
New Products StePPing UP SecuritY
According to Robert Guth of the Wall Street Journal six of
America's largest financial institutions are taking a "strength in
numbers" approach to guard sensitive data, applications, and
services.s The six banks (Bank of America, Bank of New York'
Citigroup, fP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo, and US Bancorp)'
backed by the Washington Financial Services Roundtable
financial services industry group, and some major accounting
firms are adopting common guidelines that their suppliers and
partners will have to follow. The program is designed to raise
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the bar on security across the industry and formalize security
procedures that have been largely ad hoc. Catherine Allen, of
the Washington Financial Services Roundtable industry group,
states, "We're trying to create a standardized approach and a
much more rigorous approach', to security in response to
scrutiny of how financial institutions handle and protect
sensitive data.6
The rash of identity thefts has businesses, government
agencies, and higher education institutions exploring new
options for locking down resources and implementing new
tools to control access and security. The costs, time, and
complexities of managing security systems can be an Achilles
heel for organizations of all sizes. According to Rich Mogull, a
Gartner analyst, data-monitoring products that aid in foiling
data theft are not in widespread use.7 pete Lindstrom, a Spire
Security analyst, states, "Detecting when an authorized user is
accessing data for fraudulent purposes is difficult.,,8
Although vendors cannot guarantee that their products
will detect all occurrences of data theft, products from
companies such as SecureWave, Ambeo, Guardium, Lumigent,
IPLocks, Verdasys, and Application Security can help by
watching databases and servers for content misuse. Other
vendors such as Vonu, Tablus, Vericept, Reconnex, and Vidius
have developed gateway-style products that watch for sensitive
data being accessed, retrieved, and transmitted. While various
products can help in foiling security breaches, the problem is
unlikely to be solved through technology alone. Mogull of
Gartner states, "We need to change the system, and there needs
to be a long look at finding alternative methods.,,e
To that end, Permeo Technologies, Checkpoint, Aventail,
|uniper, and Sygate have developed products that scan
computers as they try to access databases from remote VpN
locations and check to see if they have properly patched and
updated OSs, antivirus software, and firewalls. The software
continues to monitor the computer throughout the session for
compliance by "white listing" applications and data that the
remote computer cannot access. These products can aid in
effectively blocking malware and other nonmalicious applica_
tions such asKazaa,Ares, and Limewire that organizations
may not want executed during a remote VpN session.
Security Breaches in High places
identity theft such as Social Security numbers, account
numbers, cancelled checks, credit card numbers, and driver,s
license numbers. The catalyst for reporting the security
breaches was the California law enacted in luly 2003 that
required notice ofsecurity breaches involving personal
information. Read details on this law at the following websites:
( 1 ) www.privacyrights.orglarlSecurityBreach.htm
(2) www.privacy.ca.gov/recommendations/secbreach.pdf
The chronology begins February 15,2}Os,when data_
collection company Choicepoint made headlines with its
announcement of a security breach that affected more than
140,000 people in all 50 states and more than g00 cases of
identity theft. This announcement was a watershed event in
disclosure to affected individuals. The chronology states,
"Since then, the'best practice'has been to disclose breaches to
individuals nationwide-in a sense, adopting California,s
notice requirement nationally."tt ,n. database giant will pay
$15 million in fines and other penalties, according to the
Federal Trade Commission, after disclosing the security breach
set off a national debate. The $15 million fine was the largest
civil fine in FTC history. In finalizing a settlement with the
FTC, the company agreed to set up a fund to aid victims
harmed by the breach.l, Choicepoint will also have to
implement new security measures and have an independent
auditor review its security system until 2026.
Ari Schwartz, associate director at CDT states,..There
certainly is agreement that we need better notification, exactly
because of cases like this. We're seeing data companies selling
it to a lot of dif[erent people.l3
More than half the states and the U.S. Congress are
considering legislation in which security breach notices would
be mandated nationwide. For a list of those states enacting or
considering security breach and freeze laws, visit the following
Consumers Union websites:
. Security breach notice laws: www.consumersunion.org/
campaigns/Breach_laws_MayO5.pdf
. Security freeze laws: www.consumersunion.orglcam_
paigns/learn_ mor e I 0023 5 5indiv.html
. State security freeze bills pending in 2006:
www. fi nan cialprivacynow. org
The following are other sources for security breachAccording to "A Chronology of Data Breaches Reported Since irf"r;;;;.r,the ChoicePoint Incident," more than 50 security breaches
were reported by colleges and universities from February to ' Identity Theft Resource Center: wwwidtheftcenter.orgl
December 2005.10 The mix of institutions reporting ranged breaches.pdf
from two-year to research doctoral. The security breaches were ' Adam Shostack's blog: www.emergentchaos.com/archives/
reported because they involved personal information useful in cat-breaches.html
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. Attrition: www.attrition.orglertataldataloss.html
. World Privacy Forum, Security Breaches in the Digital
Medical Environment (scroll to section D of testimony):
www.worldprivacyforum.org/testimony/
NCVHStestimony-O92005.html
Conclusion
Network security continues to be an Achilles heel for organiza-
tions of all sizes as cybercrime takes its toll. The revelation of
the security breach at ChoicePoint has led to renewed cal1s in
Washington for a national data privacy law. In addition to calls
for legislation from privacy groups, Senator Dianne Feinstein
has called for a congressional hearing on Feinstein's Notifica-
tion of Risk to Personal Data Act. The act would require
businesses and government agencies to notify victims when
there is a reasonable basis to conclude that a criminal has
obtained unencrypted personal information.la
Derek V. Smith, ChoicePoint chairman and CEO, states,
"The events of early 2005 provided critical lessons from which
ChoicePoint and, indeed, the entire industry have Iearned
a great deal."1s
The loss of consumer confidence from repeated
security breaches is the largest threat facing the Internet
community, according to Symantec Corporation chief
executive )ohn Thompson' "If we fail to create a trusted
online environment, we'll not only slow the growth of
e-commerce, but all business; not just the digital economy,
but the whole economy," he said during a keynote speech
at the recent RSA Conference.16 The resuit is the need for a
better solution that organizations can employ in a
dynamic environment to spot trends in the threat
Iandscape and be proactive in thwarting modern-day
attacks.
A former president of ACUTA, Dr. James Cross is currently a
professor of computer and network administration and associate
dean of the School of Technology at Michigan Technological
University. Reach him at jcross@mtu.edu.
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Table 1. VoIP wiring closet heat output calculation worksheet
OAmerican Power Convercion. Used wilh permission.
Providing Backup in a VolP World
Linus had his security blanket. When
Snoopy stole it away, Linus's life was turned
upside-down.
In the telephony world, communications
managers always had a nice, warm feeling
knowing that the power to run the phone
system would always be there. Students and
staff could call for help-even if the campus
electric grid failed.
Happiness, to paraphrase Charles
Schulz, was a black handset. With the
coming of new, computer-based technology,
that feeling of happiness based on security is
snatched away.
"When nothing else works, we've always
relied on the phone," said Larry Maughan,
director of ITS/communications at Salt Lake
Community College, Salt Lake City, Utah.
"Sad to say, VoIP without adequate power
backup certainly fails the test.
"Think about the times at our homes
we've lost power and been sitting in the
dark. It's a comforting thought to know
(provided you don't exclusively use
cordless phones) that you can at least call
the power company to report the outage or
talk to friends," Maughan said.
"For me there is a certain comfort and
confidence associated with dialtone,"
Maughan continues. "In my mind, there
will always be-until the power and
reliability issues are dealt with-a concern
about VoIR POE, UPS, and so on."
Theresa Rowe, assistant vice president
for university technology services at
Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan,
said her team considered a number of
points when the group was discuss-
ing plans for VoIP. Some of the
options were technically oriented,
others were service oriented. Some
are making service changes:
1 Phone drop but no phone
2. No service at all
3. Campus-only service (house
phones)
Others are keeping services, but
making technical changes, and there
are options:
1. VoIP with a "reslife" phone
assignment such as Cisco 7940
phones
2. SIP phones
3. Analog voice gateways
4. Keeping the PBX active for the
residence halls.
ITEM DATA REOUIRED HEAT OUTPUT
CALCULATION
HEAT OUTPUT
SUBTOTAL
Switches without in-line power,
other lT equipment (except
midspan power units)
Sum of input-rated power in
watts
Same as total lT load
power in watts
_ 
watts
Switch with inJine power
capability
lnput rated power in watts 0.6 x input power
rating
-_- 
watts
Midspan power units lnput rated power in watts 0.4 x input power
rating watts
Lighting Power rating of any lighting
devices permanently on in
watts
Power rating
_ 
watts
UPS system Power rating of the UPS
system (not the load) in
watts
0.09 x UPS power
rating
-.- 
watts
Total Subtotals from above
Sum of the above heat
output subtotals
_ 
watts
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VolP Growing Fast
There is no question that VoIP is
growing like kudzu. According to the
Telecommunications IndustrY
Association's 2006 Telecommunications
Market Review and Forecast, the
number of VoIP customers (not
including PC-to-PC services) more than
tripled, to 4.2 million, in 2005.
TIA said that figure is exPected to
grow by a compound annual tate of 43.9
percent through 2009, when it will reach
18.0 million. This comes on the heels of
an eightfold increase from 150,000 at the
end of 2003 to 1.2 million at the end of
2004. For the university community, the
growth of VoIP means PlaYing an old
game with an entirely new set of rules.
Brian Buckler, director of network
and telecommunications oPerations at
the University of California, Irvine, faced
the usual trade-offs between desires and
dollars.
"For us at UCI it is a question of
what is ideal versus what is affordable,"
Buckler said. Interestingly, desire won
out in one case he managed, and dollars
won in the other.
"We have two newlY constructed
buildings with production Cisco VoIR
and one is ideal and one is affordable,"
Buckler said.
"In the ideal building, we have Cisco
6500s providing GE POE to every jack
(to be used for voice or data), and each
6500 is connected to a centralized
40KVA UPS that is connected to the
building generator. We also have red
emergency wall phones in the hallways
connected to our Ericsson MDl l0 PBX
analog ports.
"In the'affordable' building," Buckler
continues, "we provide one 24-port
l00MB POE switch per floor to suPport
IP phones, and only these POE switches
and their distribution switches dedi-
cated to voice are connected to a
centralized 15KVA UPS connected to the
building generator."
Telecommunications closets at
Suffolk County Community College in
Selden, NewYork, have been uPgraded
to three hours' UPS bac\yP for all VolP
switches, said Rich lohn{on, director of
networks and telecom. The PrimarY
servers and analog gatewaYs have
generator backuP.
"We also use the nPs tnf$t.u4ureA't
appliance with temperature/humidity
sensors rn all75 wire closets," fohnson
said.
Backup and heat management are
keys to a successful VolP deployment.
(See Table 1 for VoIP wiring closet heat
output calculation worksheet. )
One Step or Four
"There is no clear answer or guiding
standard here," said Viswas Purani,
director, emerging technologies and
applications at American Power
Conversion Corporation,
(www.apcc.com, East Providence, Rhode
Island). "With regard to battery backup
for VoIR we have seen from one hour to
four or even eight hours."
In legacy telephony, the central office
provides power that can range from
eight hours to 24 hours. "Business
process availability and 9l l are the two
most obvious concerns here," he said.
New PollGaf NetlinlEll Supports SSHU2
Enmyption l0r Secure Gall Record Transter
lntroducing the NetLink-ll, the Ultimate CDR Buffer. Designed for
SMDR/CDR data collection and alarm monitoring, this Pollcat
is loaded with useful new features, such as Secure File Transfer
(SFTP) and Secure Shell Encryption (SSHv2.) Netlink-ll monitors
your PBX 2417 lor questionable phone activity and alerts the proper
personnel by Email, Cell Phone text message and SNMP Trap as
soon as an alarm is detected.
r Secure Shell Encryption (SSHv2)
r Secure SFTP Push and $FTP Get File Translet
r User Name/Password Security AccessI Reliable Session Ptotocol (RSP) TCP/P File lnput
r Alarm Monitoring and Repolting
r Alarm Notilication via Email, GellText Message, SNMP
r lnternal Modem with Dialback Security
r Audit Trail User Activity Log
r PPP Modem/TCP/lP Support
effihfrffi"*
5 Sterling . lrvine ' California 92618-2517 ' (800) 854-7226
www.wti.com
Purani said he feels the best ap-
proach to UPS for VoIp phones is to do
Power over Ethernet (poE) per the IEEE
802.3af standard. "That way, you don,t
have hundreds ofUPSs spread out
across a campus which you have to buy,
install, manage, and maintain," he
explained. "Needless to say, that is
expensive."
On a small campus, or for a stand-
alone application with fewer than 100
users, the VoIP server and switch will
typically be in one box. In that case, poE
is the way to go.
At a bigger campus, he recommends
taking a four-step approach, handling
the desktop, the integrated distribution
frame (IDF), the main distribution
frame (MDF), and the call-routing
servers as separate situations.
At the desktop, where the handset
resides, PoE works. "What we have seen
is people typically go with one hour,s
worth of battery backup," Purani said.
"It can be more or less depending upon
your budget and comfort levels."
At the closet, the midspan power
patch panel, between the phone and the
switch, will take in Ethernet on one plug
and PoE at the other side. On newer
switches (those less than two years old),
that power feature usually is built in.
Otherwise, provide a UpS for the closet.
"By doing PoE, just one UpS in the
closet (two if you want redundancy)
supports the switches/routers in the
closet as well as providing battery
backup power to the phones. This is
much simpler, cleaner, and more cost
effective," he continues.
He recommends that a closet handle
between 10 and 500 users. The backup
power requirement is 15 watts per port.
So, a building with 100 ports would
require 1,500 watts.
All new phones are PoE capable,
complying with IEEE B02.3af. "If there
are old VoIP phones which have to be
plugged into the wall, then you will need
a UPS for riding through a power
outage," Purani added.
From the IDR lines go to the MDF
for demarcation. This gateway to the
Internet and backhaul should have
chassis-based switches, which need to be
protected according to the manu-
facturer's specifications.
The last piece is the servers that route
calls and provide CLASS features and
functionality. These typically are in a
data center and should be given serious
backup time.
Purani sums up the fourJevel
hierarchy: in the closet, provide one
hour's protection unless the phones
provide a vital safety function; at the
core MDF, two to four hours is suffi-
cient; at the servers, four to eight hours
is required. Of course, that can vary with
an administrator's comfort levels.
Reviewing the Listserv
The ACUTA listserv was quite active on
the topic. Oakland University's Rowe did
a good job of summarizing the com-
ments made.
Phone service should match building
occupancy expectations, considering
local inspection rules for emergency
lighting and the purpose of the opera-
tion in the building, she said. Rowe
shares Purani's belief that a health center
or police department, with 24-hour,
seven-day occupancy expectations, even
through power outages, will require
more backup power planning for
emergencies than a standard classroom.
"Most of us are giving special
considerations to planning out VoIp for
residential living areas; decisions made
for lifestyle may not match the other
areas of campus," Rowe said.
The run time from the UPS likely
will correspond to the expected time of
occupancy of the building. A common
minimum is 30 minutes runtime at five
years of battery life in every closet that
had VoIP POE switches. Some are
planning for up to two hours, which
seems to be the outside range.
Network closets should be supported
by a single UPS in the building for best
management practice, planning for
routine maintenance and battery
replacement. At the least, UPS is needed
in every closet.
Generators are not generally viewed
as a necessity, but if the campus is
planning an emergency power grid,
consideration of the phones should be
included.
Georgia State University is installing
UPSs in all telecom closets. All will have
30-minute or greater ratings.
"Our central communications
manager/call processing servers will be
located in the Network Operation
Center (NOC)," said Georgia State's
Mark Roberson. The NOC is serviced by
UPS and a flywheel generator. But it
does not stop there. In addition, l0 to 15
of the other buildings at Georgia State
are on a generator.
Roberson's feeling is that, with the
ubiquity of cellular phones, 30 minutes
of power after a building is dark should
be plenty for contacting emergency
crews and the like.
"However, like other universities, we
face'no power/no work'!" he said. In a
crunch, students, faculty, and staff are
not allowed to remain in the administra-
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tive buildings because of life-safety
issues. Residence halls are handled
differently.
The residence halls were outsourced,
but the provider is offering a hybrid
VoIP upgrade solution. In Georgia
State's case, the Housing Office pays for
one analog dialtone to each suite.
"students wanting a private phone
have the option of purchasing the
service directly from a service provider.
That offering is VoIR Roberson ex-
plained. There are UPSs in each data
closet to support the data/voice
network.
'All nerwork ports in administrative
areas are PoE. We only install non-PoE
switches in spaces dedicated for
computer labs," Roberson said.
They maintain several Centrex lines
in each building for backup. "I've also
recommended keeping all elevators and
alarm lines on Centrex," he added.
At UC Irvine, the network backbone
is on UPS and a generator.
"To retrofit old buildings with IP
phones, we may need to cut even more
corners to make it affordable," Buckler
said.'At a minimum, the IP phone ports
will be on POE switches connected to
UPS systems.
"Our preference is to Put in a
centralized UPS in each building to
support all the POE switches and the
distribution switches (and ideally all of
the network equipment) rather than a
UPS in each communications equiP-
ment room. We believe that a centralized
UPS approach is more manageable and
offers longer battery life," Buckler said.
In a perfect world, he said he would
like to be able to afford more than 30
minutes of backup time. "I'd rather see
closer to two hours," he said, adding that
UPS battery time is not an issue if a
college has a generator with an auto-
matic transfer switch.
"I just don't know if it will be
affordable to Put a generator and
centralized UPS in each building' and to
build the electrical distribution infra-
structure from the UPS to each equip-
ment room," he said. "We are currently
estimating those costs for our camPus
with about 200 buildingsJ'
Maughan said he favors the idea of a
hybrid system. "I can run VoIP where I
need it and it makes sense, and utilize
my digital voice network in the areas
where I have a perfectly reliable cabled
network with generator backuP.
He admits that his is a conservative
approach. "It allows me to utilize a blend
of technologies for the good of the
college and leverage my existing
platform," he explained.
Brandeis University has a Cisco
Emergency Responder (CER). The
system knows the location of everY
switch port on camPus, so when a 911
call comes in, it automatically sends the
location information-regardless of
what phone is plugged in.
lohn Turner, associate director for
netlvorks and systems, said they have an
ERL per floor on most of their build-
ings. "But we cheat a bit because we
don't send our 9 I I calls to an off-site
PSAP. Our calls are sent to our local
campus police office," he said. Campus
police have the CER software on their
PCs. When a call comes in, it identifies
the caller's location down to the room
and jack.
"CER is a great product. We only use
about 60 percent of it," Turner said. He
maintains that CER is, unfortunately, a
very misunderstood application. "No
one in our region really understands it,"
he said. Yet, he is optimistic about the
utility of CER. "I sPoke with the
principal developers of Call Manager
and CER at a users grouP, and they
expressed interest in making some
dramatic improvements over the next
few releases," Turner added.
"We're not there yet, but colleagues
I've talked to seem to feel that having
UPSs in every closet is a necessity, but
not generators," shares loel P. Cooper,
director, information technologY
services at Carleton College, Northfield,
Minnesota. He notes that the UPS
promises 30 minutes of uptime after a
failure and feels that is adequate.
"Costing for this, of course, has to
include regular health checks for the
UPS units and scheduled batterY
replacementsj' CooPer added.
Down the Road
Ron Walczak, principal consultant with
Walczak Technology Consultants Inc.
(www.walczakconsultants.com,
Prospect, Pennsylvania), said that there
is a standard now in the finalization
process called IEEE 802.1AB Link Layer
Discovery Protocol-MED or LLDP-
MED which will be the long-term
answer to many colleges'problems. He
expects the standard to be finalized
sometime in the middle to latter portion
of 2006.
"Both data switches and Phone
systems must be compliant-and it will
track the phone," he said.
Purani agrees.'A fall-back strategy
which is popular is to have some legacy
telephone lines in conference rooms and
reception areas," he said.
Curt Harler is a contributing editor to the
ACIITA Journal and a freelance writer who
specializes in technology topics. Reach
him at curtharler@adelPhia.net.
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Security Concerns Shift lnward
Once the Internet became popular,
communications managers had to lock
down their networks and prevent viruses
and malware from spreading from
computer to computer. As the years have
passed, such threats have become less of
a concern for many schools. "We feel that
operating systems security-especially
since Microsoft XP version 2-and
products such as virus protection
systems have improved, so it is now
difficult for outsiders to break into our
campus network," noted Tom Briggs,
network manager at Northampton
Community College in Pennsylvania,
which has more than 30,000 students
and staff.
The progress is welcome news, but
security represents an ever evolving
challenge, so it is not surprising that new
problems are emerging. The nascent
holes center more on internal security
shortcomings than on threats from
outsiders. This change is occurring
because Web, e-maii, instant messaging,
and peer-to-peer applications present
easy outlets for accidental or deliberate
leaks of confidential information.
Increasingly, sensitive data can be
compromised by just a few keystrokes,
and often the transgressions leave no
hard evidence (such as a paper trail or an
electronic signature) behind, so aca-
demic institutions may not even be
aware that a breach has taken place.
Many higher education enterprises
are just beginning to recognize the extent
oI the problem.'Academic institutions
have to rethink the way they view data
security," said Ed Murrer, vice president
::!:airli:!rii:i:1,:,i.:i,r,.' :
of marketing at security software
supplier Tablus Inc. "Employees may
inadvertently leak information, and that
could have significant ramifications for
their institutions. They now have to take
steps to safeguard internal correspon-
dences." The problem is gaining traction
so quickly that Gartner, a provider of
research and analysis about the global
information technology industry,
predicts that in 2008, insiders, rather
than outsiders, will account for the
majority of the financial losses that
enterprises will endure from unautho-
rized computer use.
What's Behind the Problem?
A variety of factors are coming together
to create the problem. Academic
institutions now hold a growing volume
of sensitive information, such as credit
card account numbers, employee Social
Security numbers, and student grades.
Increasingly, they have been automating
the traditional methods of manipulating
that information. While that change has
meant they can process information
more efficiently, it has also meant that
the data can fall into the wrong hands
more easily. "Employees may include
confidential data in an e-mail message or
an instant message without thinking
tr,vice about it," stated Raj Dhingra, vice
president of marketing and business
development at security software
supplier PortAuthority Inc.
In fact, there were a number of
instances in 2005 where sensitive data
was compromised at colleges and
universities. The University of Northern
Colorado notified 30,000 students and
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staff members that their information
had been compromised when a com-
puter hard drive disaPPeared. The
University of Chicago Hospital an-
nounced that an emPloYee had been
selling patient records to third parties.
At Polk Community College in Winter
Park, Florida, a professor was arrested
for using students'names and Social
Security numbers to obtain department
store credit cards. Austin Peay State
University, in Clarksville, Tennessee,
exposed students' names, Social Security
numbers, and other personal informa-
tion to outsiders due to a problem with
the search function on the school's
website.
What's Being Done?
As awareness of such breaches increases,
legislators are pushing organizations to
more closely monitor internal commu-
nications. "The government has become
proactive in passing a number of Iaws
that require that schools safeguard
sensitive information," noted Trent
Henry, an industry analyst with market
research firm the Burton Group. The
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA) is a federal law designed to
protect the privacy of students' educa-
tional records. The law applies to all
schools that receive funds under
programs sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Education. In these
cases, schools must obtain written
permission from a student in order to
release any information about that
student's education record. Without that
permission, the sharing of any confiden-
tial information is considered a criminal
offense, and the university can be liable
for damages.
The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 requires that
all electronic patient healthcare infor-
mation be protected. "In many cases,
schools have some medical information
of their students on file and need to
make sure it is safeguarded," stated
Tablus's Murrer.
The federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
mandates that institutions dealing with
credit cards provide sufficient privacy
and protection of customer records. A
growing number of academic employees
access customer account and credit
information, so by law, the institutions
have to make sure that information is
protected.
States are also ramPing uP with
statutes dealing with the handling of
personal information: California passed
SB 1386, a law that mandates that all
businesses protect personal financial
information, such as credit card
numbers.
In addition to these common tyPes
of sensitive data, schools generate
unique forms of classified information.
"Research data is important to academic
institutions, and they would not want it
to leak out," said PortAuthority's
Dhingra. It therefore becomes impera-
tive that schools protect their intellec-
tual property by making sure that
important data does not move from the
university network to the Internet.
Identifoing such problem transmis-
sions can be difficult. While universities
have set procedures with correspon-
dences, such as invoices in an enterprise
resource planning system, the fluid
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nature of e-mail and instant messaging
means no one is sure when sensitive
information may move from place to
place.
"We are seeing a dramatic rise in the
use oI instant-messaging services among
our users," noted Briggs at Northampton
Community College. What is transmitted
is not always clear in such cases. Because
any employee-from an entry-level
administrator to a university president-
might unintentionally violate standard
policies, every outbound message becomes
suspect and therefore needs to be
inspected.
New Tools Fix Some Problems
Traditional security products, such as
virus protection systems, were not
designed to guard against the emerging
risk. New tools need to be able to monitor
large volumes of outbound traffic
generated from a variety of sources in real
time without causing performance
problems.
A handfuI of startup companies
(Reconnex Inc., Tablus, Verdasys Inc.,
Vericept Corp., and Vontu Inc.) have
stepped up to fill this new need, develop-
ing tools that enable organizations to
monitor information as it moves beyond
enterprise networks. Their products,
dubbed secure content management
(SCM) solutions, protect sensitive data by
detecting, and sometimes blocking,
messages containing confi dential informa-
tion that should not leave a school's
boundaries. These tools apply security
checks to information as it is about to
leave the network. They open up the data
and determine if it contains certain
kel,words or common patterns (such as
ten-digit Social Security numbers)
associated with sensitive data. If so, the
products quarantine the information.
Once information is quarantined, IT
personnel or department managers can
examine it to determine whether it
should stay in the organization or can be
released.
The products have different designs.
Often they have an unobtrusive nature:
The products sit on a network, watch
information as it flows out of an
academic institution, and flag question-
able materials. Typically, vendors offer
SCM appliances, hardware, and software
attached to router ports that support
wide area network connections. In other
cases, vendors offer software solutions
that sit at these points and watch the
outgoing information flow. The tools
need to be able to recognize sensitive
data even if it has been modified,
compressed, or encrypted. Conse-
quently, the products need to recognize
a wide range of data formats, including
structured and unstructured data.
In addition to marking problem
traffic, the tools need to help academic
institutions figure out who is generating
the data and how to stop inappropriate
information flows. Consequently, SCM
systems provide audit trails outlining
when data moves out of an organization,
who sent it, and whether or not it
includes any sensitive data. Academic
institutions can generate a variety of
reports that examine information and
search by date, sending client, or
protocol. Ideally, the reports provide a
tangible, quantifiable assessment of the
risks an organization faces, including a
summary of key findings and impact
assessment, full details of each incident
detected, and recommendations for
minimizing the risk of data leakage.
Once an SCM system is in place, an
institution should have a clear picture of
its potential risk. "Organizations tend to
be surprised about the volume of
confidential information that is making
its way out from their networks," said
Peter Christy, an analyst with NetsEdge
Research.
Typically, the problems stem from
ignorance rather than malice. In a
growing number of cases, employees
need to send confidential information to
themselves when they work at home or
while they are on the road. In some
cases, employees ship sensitive data, such
as customer account information,
electronically over unencrypted links, so
it is open to outsiders. Usually after such
questionable transactions are flagged,
organizations take steps to protect the
data. Employees need to make sure that
they rely only on secure conneclions
when sending themselves information.
'A lot of user training is required to
make it clear how some of their habits
may impact the organization," said the
Burton Group's Henry.
While the products offer needed
visibility into the growing problem of
outbound leakage, they possess a
number of limitations. Academic
institutions face the question of how
well such tools would fit with their
primary mission.
"In the academic community, there
is a great deal of emphasis on privacy
and freedom of expression," noted
Charles Morrow-lones, director of
system security at Ohio State University.
"l could envision some resistance to
products that would examine individu-
ais'e-mail messages."
lnstallation, Policies, and Other Problems
Another problem is that products can be
difficult to install. Academic institutions
usually have multifaceted WAN
networks with multiple entry and exit
points. When an institution has multiple
network exit points, it must set up SCM
systems at each exit, collect the out-
bound transmission data, and then
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make sense ol rvhat is being transmitted.
If an academic institution has se g-
mented its servers so the confidential
informzrtion is stored on a feu'systems,
therr SCNI deployment becomes simpler.
Bccau.e each inttitution i. uniquc,
the type of infbrmation that it rvants to
safeguarcl is different. Consequentl,v,
customers have to develop policies that
enable SCM systems to deduce rvhether
information shor.rld sta1, inside or go
beyond the netr'tork boundarl Tl'ris
means the products have to be custom-
ized for each installt-Ltion. The toois can
be set to monitor a vtrriety of informa
tion sources: e nrail. inrtant rlc::aging,
peer-to-peer connections, and even
spam. One firm discovered that
confidential data rvas being transmitted
via a Trojan horse that had made its r'vay
past the corporate firervall and was
replicating itself rvithin the company's
netrvork.
"While it can be eas,v to get the
s)rstem up and running, it can be more
difficult to make sure it is identifi,ing
only sensitive information," said the
Burton Group's Henrv. False positives,
fl agging information as confi dential
rvhen it has been cleared, is an issue rvith
these systems. \\hile the vendors clain'r
that false positive rates range from one
to t!\,o percent, analysts put the number
closer to the five to ten Percent mark. As
a result, false positives have the potential
to slorv an organization's informatiolt
florv.
Another concern is horv much
information should be monitored.
"Being able to sort through large
volumes of data is essential to protecting
intellectual property," said NetsEdge
Research's Christy "The broader the
body of data that can be searched, the
more the organization can be protected.
The downside is the rt'rore information
examined, the more likelv the hit on
throughput and nett'vork perfbrmance."
\\'ith datr exchrtrges becoming more
complex-users at NorthamPton
Comrnunity College \{ant to attach
5ONIB files to their messages-perfor-
mance problerns could become more
common.
Pricing for these products can also
be prohitritive. While list prices start as
lou,as $25,000, a typical installation
price quickly reaches the S100,000 mark
and a large, complex solution can cost
$500,000. Since academic institutions
tend to have large numbers of users,
they r'vill have to spend a 1ot of money to
protect their networks.
Conclusion
Use of these tools is just beginning. Nlost
customers have had them running in
test mode and are just beginning to use
them for large volumes of traffic, so
questions about hou' effectively they
handle these loads stil1 have to be
answered. While there are no\r manY
potential hurdles, vendors are expected
to clear them, so use of the tools r,vill
spread. "In many cases, enterprises have
rro vi:ihilitl into rvhrl inltrrmation is
being sent out of the firm, so these tools
provide a necessary service, one that rvill
grow in importance durit-rg the coming
years," concluded the Burton GrouP's
Henrv.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer in
Sudbury, Massachusetts, who specializes in
networking issues. Reach him at
pau lkorzen@aol.com.
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by Pat Scott
Cell Phones, Land Lines, and Eg11
Are students more connected than ever, and yet more difficult to reach?
For most colleges and universities,
providing phone service to students has
become more complicated in the last
year or two. Not so long ago this was a
straightforward issue, and "one port per
pillow" was highly respectable. State-of-
the-art meant that each student had his
or her own phone line and voice
mailbox. Times were especially good
because campuses could resell long-
distance services, and telecom was
highly regarded as a source of revenue,
not just an expense.
Cell phones have changed every-
thing.
A survey conducted on the Olivet
Nazarene University campus is probably
typical. In 2005, 8 I percent of the
students provided their own cell phone,
according to Keith O'Dell, telecom
manager. When one of the large Ivy
League schools surveyed students, that
percentage rose to 94 percent.
Staying in touch with friends is a way
of life for most students today. They
have grown accustomed to anytime
accessibility, and they make regular use
of instant messaging. The land line-in
spite of the fact that it is reliable, comes
with a clear signal, and is often included
in the residence hall fees-is old
technology that can't ride in a holster
attached to anyone's belt when he leaves
his room.
A New Set of Problems
One of the problems the migration to
cell phones creates for schools is crisis
management. Ideally, when a student
dials 911 in an emergency using the land
line, campus security or local authorities
can locate the caller immediately. Not
true from the cell phone. Most colleges
are struggling with this because they
have a responsibility for the safety of
their students.
Another problem for school officials
is getting in touch with students. When
students bring their cell phones from
home, calling them is often long distance
from a campus phone, even if they're
standing 100 feet away. If that's the only
way to reach them, the campus phone
bill becomes a budget buster very
quickly, whether the calls are routine or
related to some emergency situation.
Students who don't use the land line
also do not always set up their voice
mailboxes. So messages, urgent or not,
that are sent to all students may or may
not reach some students for days-if
ever. Sandi Russell at Austin College in
Sherman, Texas, says, "ln fanuary 2006, I
checked every student voice mailbox and
found that only 12 percent had set them
up and only 5 percent were using them
regularly. We will not be offering voice
mailboxes or long distance to our
students after June 1. We will recom-
mend very strongly that, for safety
reasons, parents not only bring a phone
(answering machines will be allowed),
but make sure it is plugged in. When
students call 911 or our campus police,
their location is shown in the display. If
they use their cell phones, someone will
have to be able to communicate to tell
them where they are located."
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Some campuses have considered
exclusive cell-phone coverage. "We
looked at this," reports Theresa Rowe,
assistant vice president of university
technology services at Oakland
University in Rochester, Michigan.
"What we did was end land-line service
for all phones in residential areas.
Phones in res halls are house phones-
no off-campus or long-distance calls."
Alex Konialian, telecom analyst and
wireless administrator at Towson
University in Towson, Maryland, cautions,
"Before removing land-line dialtone from
the dorms, I would strongly advise
consulting an attorney who specializes in
risk management issues....I would never
even think of terminating land-line
dialtone in a dorm."
What's a Campus to Do?
KC Stevens, director of telecommunica-
tions at SUNY New Paltz, says they still
provide land lines in the residence halls.
"We built the cost of the residence hall
phones into the room rent and now
provide free local and long-distance calls.
We bill the students for international calls
and directory assistance only.
"We've found that this pleases
everyone: administration, because we
can still provide 911 in the residence
halls and can still broadcast voicemail
messages to every on-campus student;
students and parents, because they don't
have to deal with monthly bills; and
telecommunications, because we bought
ourselves time to decide our future
direction," says Stevens. "We don't worry
about cell phones or calling cards; we
even bring in more revenue by leasing
space on our taller buildings to the cell
phone carriers. It's working for us."
That sort of plan works for Michigan
Technological University as well,
according to Jim Cross, who is now
associate dean of the School of Technol-
ogy at MTU. "Just the other day, I asked
the 60 students in my class how many
had cell phones," Cross says. "I think 100
percent raised their hands. Then I asked
how many had more than one cell
phone, and probably 10 percent of them
raised their hands again. Some parents
restrict usage on the one they provide, so
these kids go get another one." Cross
says MTU requires a phone in each
dorm room for security. Dialtone and
cable TV are included in the room fee,
and students can choose to activate long
distance for an additional fee.
Walt Magnussen, director of
telecommunications at Texas A&M
University, says he, too, still provides dial
tone to each residence hall room. "Five
years ago, we removed the phone
instruments because they were just not
being used. Students preferred bringing
their own. We haven't done any formal
study, but a very high percentage of our
students bring their own cell phones
when they come as well.
"We are still trying to find a solution
to the mass communication issue. To
send an e-mail to each student at A&M
is a four- or five-hour process. So much
for a timely response on this campus of
7s,000."
Has A&M ever had an emergency
that didn't get an adequate response due
to cell phone usage? Yes, says
Magnussen. "The last time we had a
major crisis on campus was the bonfire
incident in November 1999. Communi-
cations came to a standstill as parents
and friends called in and phone lines
became oversaturated, and cell phones
became unusable due to the volume of
simultaneous calls."
Magnussen cautions that laws varY
from state to state, and colleges and
universities have an obligation to know
what the law says in their state. "Texas
legislation changed about 10 years ago,"
Magnussen says, "and some schools still
don't know what the law says. Residence
halls have to have the same level of 911
(both ALI and ANI) that is required for
the home. The law for business is not as
stringent." Magnussen adds that the
impossibility of adhering to different
laws in different states is why there is a
push for 91 1 for VoIP to be regulated at
the federal level.
From the University of Scranton,
Lisa Notarianni reports, "We are
removing dormitory lines and using the
funding to update the services that
students use regularly, such as ResNet
and cable TV. We are not implementing
a distributed antenna system to
guarantee 100 percent cellular coverage
for all carriers. But, we are working with
cellular carriers (only one at this time)
to get towers on campus to enhance
coverage and provide some supplemen-
tal income," Notarianni says. "We will
look to add carriers as they find interest
in building towers on our campus. For
our student contact, we will use e-mail
as our primary source of contact and
will be implementing a requirement for
students to enter their contact informa-
tion (phone and address) before they
can proceed with any other electronic
services provided through the univer-
sity. The data that we collect will be
accessible only by staff and faculty and
only used if e-mail is not effective for
what they need. We are a Centrex
customer, so the expenses associated
with dorm lines are much greater than
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At the University of Toledo in Ohio,
Caroie Sedlock, telecommunications
coordinator, says each room in the
residence halls has dialtone, and 911
calls go directiy to the Lucas County
PSAP. The university is in the process
of implementing "Conference 911"
service, which will automatically
conference in the campus police
whenever a call goes out to 9 1 1 from
campus. Calls from cell phones go to
the county or to the City of Toledo
PSAR and it becomes the carrier's
responsibility to send GPS location
information. Bills now reflect a per-line
fee to cover sending GPS information
on 911 calls.
The Bearcat Phone at the University of
Cincinnati
Facing down the challenges of the cell-
phone dilemma, the University of Cin-
cinnati has embarked on an ambitious
next-generation solution to the prob-
Iems of connecting to students, long-
distance charges, and campus safety. If
they meet their end-of-May deadline
(and in late April they are on track), UC
will provide each incoming freshman
with a new Bearcat Phone at the fresh-
man orientation in fune. A cel1 phone
on steroids, this device will accommo-
date unified messaging so students can
retrieve e-mails, allow students to use
five-digit dialing on campus, accom-
pany them wherever they go, offer
unlimited minutes at a bargain price,
and provide location information if
they need assistance from campus
police.
Fred Siff, who is vice president and
CIO at UC as well as a professor in the
information systems department, saw
students bringing phones from all
different carriers and realized there was
potential for improving service as well
as gaining control over the somewhat
chaotic world of cell phones. "When we
realized we were still selling buggy
whips, we knew it was time to change
our business model," says Siff.
Reaching security in an emergency
was a top priority issue. A handful of
universities-five or six nationwide,
according to Siff-have devised some
sort of mobile help button. \A4ren UC
held focus groups, Siff says that was the
number-one application students
wanted to see. "We are going to be
offering cell-phone service, and we can
guarantee 90 percent three-bar coverage
on our campus. That becomes mean-
ingful because you can't do that if
you've got a whole bunch of different
carriers with different levels of coverage.
So going directly to our campus police
becomes a very important applica-
tion....On the high-end phone, it will be
a button. On the low-end, give-away
phone, students will probably have to
press star and a number."
There are other applications that
they felt were very important, Siff says.
"We had to do something in the
teaching space. On a university campus
you cannot introduce technology just
for technology's sake. It ought to directly
impact teaching and learning. So what
we're doing, in a word, is notification.
We use the course management system
Blackboard, and we are working with
them to codevelop their mobility
strategy application. Students would like
to be notified when something in their
course changes. 'fhe way it works now, a
student will go to the Web and see if
grades have been posted or announce-
ments made. With the Bearcat Phone,
they will get a text message telling them
this has been done."
Siff says they also felt it was impor-
tant that the student portal be the
academic portal, the Blackboard portal.
"So when they sign on, it says hello, here
are the courses you're taking, and so on.
We will port that onto the Bearcat
Phone, and it will become the portal.
That, too, is powerful because it has
university information and is really the
student's entry into the university. This
is what will make the Bearcat Phone
uniquely UC centered."
According to Siff, UC is also
developing these applications to work
on high-end Windows mobile devices.
"We think faculty-and students as they
mature and get more involved in their
studies-will want to upgrade to a
'smart phone,'and we're going to
provide an upgrade path. So all these
applications will work on the cell phone,
but they'll be even better and much
richer on a smart phone."
Smart phones such as the one Siff
describes can nolv cost upwards of $500,
but he feels the prices will come down.
Many UC faculty already use them. "The
ubiquitous connectivity device on
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campus is not the laptop-it,s the cell
phone. That's what students carry with
them. And the smarter and more
productive we can make that device, the
more it becomes the choice of profes-
sionals. Most professionals today have
smart phones. Just as the pC back in the
1980s was a productivity device for
professionals, today it's the smart phone.
We like to see students thinking like
professionals."
UC was hoping to have some time lo
do a pilot program with the Bearcat
Phone-a dorm, a college faculty, a
department. But the admissions
department wanted to roll the program
out with the 4,000 incoming freshmen:
"Welcome to the university-here's your
cell phone. You don't have to use it if
you want to stay with the plan you came
in with, but it has all these advantages.,,
Siff says they are working in
partnership with Blackboard and
Microsoft to develop all the applications,
and they think they can meet the June
deadline. "If we can put these things in
the hands of the students, then what I
think is the relatively minor problem of
getting in touch with them becomes a
by-product," he says.
Who will build the Bearcat phone?
In response to an RFR Cincinnati Bell
submitted a very strong proposal and is
now buiiding out the infrastructure. Il is
also providing the phones and the
billing. In return, Siff estimates "thou-
sands if not tens of thousands" of new
clients.
Siff says he doesn't think they have
all the answers yet, but he is certain they
are asking all the right questions.
Conclusion
Obviously, new and converging
technologies have thrown campus
communications into a whirlpool. What
will funnel out of the vortex and when
remains to be seen, but it looks like
whatever it is, it won't have a wire
attached. While there are commonalities
among the solutions to communications
dilemmas, each campus is also unique
and must find its own best answer.
Geoff Tritsch of Compass Consult_
ing Division of Acentech offers these
thoughts:'As technologists, we like to
see issues in the context of technology,
but what we're seeing here is not just a
technology problem. We need to look at
student communications in the broad
context, in the long term, and in a whole
new light. IT, telecom, residential life,
campus security, deans, student services,
health services, and others must all be
part of the process. And what works for
one school may not be the right solution
for another. Location, culture, attitude,
majors, and many other factors all play a
part. Once you figure out what you are
trying to accomplish, technology is the
easy part. The hard parts include
understanding what the students want,
reshaping campus attitudes and
procedures, and, of course, figuring out
how to pay for it!"
Pat Scott is the ACUTA communications
manager and editor ot the ACUTA Journal. She
never claims to be a high tech expert but
always enjoys talking to ACUTA members
about what's happening on campus. Reach her
anytime (please!) at pscott@acuta.org.
ffi*ErELEccr*;rNC:' College Connex offers:
'Wholesole pricing for your telecom products
'Multiple corrier options for your long-rerm business plonning
'Multiple technologies for your chonging needs (TDM, volB ond
' Low commitments for your finonciol success
'One bill for oll your telecom services
mony olhers)
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Jared L. Cohon became the 8th president of
Carnegie Mellon University in July 1997. During his
presidency, Carnegie Mellon has continued along
its trajectory of innovation and growth, developing
and implementing new and successful efforts in
undergraduate education; information technology;
biotechnology; the environment; the fine arts and
humanities; diversity; and international education.
ln 2001, President Cohon shared Pittsburgh
Magazine's "Pittsburgher of the Year" honors with
Mark Nordenberg, chancellor of the University of
Pittsburgh.
Dr. Cohon came to Carnegie Mellon from Yale
University, where he was dean of the School of
Forestry and Environmental Studies and professor
of environmental systems analysis from 1992 to
1997, He started his teaching and research career
in 1973 at Johns Hopkins, where he also served as
Assistant and Associate Dean of Engineering and
Vice Provost for Research. Dr. Cohon earned a
B.S. degree in civil engineering from the University
of Pennsylvania, and a Ph.D. in civil engineering
from MlT.
ln addition to his academic experience, he served
in 1977 and 1978 as legislative assistant for energy
and the environment to the Honorable Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, retired United States Senator
from New York.
President George W. Bush appointed Dr' Cohon in
2002 to his Homeland Security Advisory Council.
He was also appointed as Chairman of the
Council's Senior Advisory Committee on Academia
and Policy Research.
Dr. Cohon is a member of the board of directors of
Mellon Financial Corporation and American
Standard, lnc. He also serves on the boards of
several national and local non-profit organizations,
lnterview
Jared L. Cohon, Ph.D.
Carnegie Mellon UniversitY
ACLITA: Since september 11,2001, societyhas been less open worldwide.we
have seen security increase at virtually all public events, at airports, and even ott
the Internet. How do you balance this increased need for security with the open
environments that have historically been a source of pride on college and
university campuses?
cohon: The university is connected in ways unimaginable ten or twenty
years ago, and with this new connectedness come new opportunities' new
responsibilities, and new threats. The post-9/11 world is not only becoming
flat, it is becoming smaller and more fluid; a world in which we need to
constantly monitor the reasonable balance between academic openness and
security, measures imposed on us and those we initiate. As a university, we
have an obligation to promote inquiry and academic freedom. In order to
ensure the flow of information, we must protect the flow of information. In
order to encourage robust debate and healthy dialogue, we must protect the
right of expression and privacy. In order to further research' we need to
make certain that the quality of intellectuai life is not impaired or distorted
or that research and its dissemination is not diverted'
ACUTA: Most colleges and universities have limited financial and human
resources to dedicate to a secwity stategy. Describe cMU's investment in its
security program. How can even a small college deploy an effective security
program on limited resources, and what might be the first priorities to address?
What resources are currently available to shore up these security concerns?
cohon: carnegie Mellon created its information security office (ISO) in the
fall of 2004. ISO reports to the chief information officer, with a dotted-line
appointment to the university counsel. Six full-time security professionals
provide incident response, training and awareness, tools and technology,
policy development, and security assessment services. ISO also collaborates
with faculty and researchers to advance the field of cybersecurity using
carnegie Mellon's computing infrastructure as a ready-made laboratory for
study and testing.
Raising security awareness is perhaps the highest priority for an effective
security program. It can be within the grasp of even the most constrained
institutions by utilizing readily available resources such as the EDUCAUSE/
Internet2 Computer and Network Security Task Force Cybersecurity
Awareness Resource Library (http://www.educause'edu/
cybersecurityAwarenessReso ur ceLibr ar y I 87 62 ) and carne gie Mello n cylab s
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MySecureCyberSpace (http://
www.cylab.cmu.edu/
default.aspx?id=1967). These and other
freely available, high quality training and
awareness materials provide an inexpen-
sive solution to a critical element of an
effective security program.
ACUTA: What sho uld higher education's
role in homeland securitybe? Regarding
the FCC's ruling that the Communica-
tions Assistance for Law Enforcement Act
(CALEA) potentially expands the wiretap
law to all facilities-based broadband
Internet access providers, do you also
believe it is appropriate that colleges and
universities be included under this law?
Cohon: Higher education has at least
two roles to play in homeland security.
One is to continue the basic research
that will provide both security tools and
insight into policies and procedures for
using those tools wisely. The second is
to continue its cooperation with
agencies involved in homeland security
when assistance is required. Higher
education is already doing both; the only
really new pieces are a change in
research funding which has resulted in a
shift toward more applied research and
the question of CALEA compliance.
In terms of the latter, Carnegie
Mellon shares the concerns voiced by
many other colleges and universities and
our professional organrzations that the
federal government consider ways to
meet the goals of CALEA without
forcing our institutions to incur
hundreds of thousands to millions of
dollars in IT expenses. Higher education
has been a highly responsible and
responsive sector in providing law
enforcement agencies information they
require; given both this fact and the
limited number of requests that have
come to our institutions over the last
few years, it seems some middle ground
on CALEA compliance should be
possible.
ACUTA: Regardin g I nternet privacy, wh at
do you think are the possible threats, what
are our potential responses (either as a
society or one institution), and how can
we leverage technology to provide superior
access to information and yet effectively
address serious security concerns?
Cohon: The nature of the Internet
presents a great challenge for those
seeking to control access to their
personal information. What sites
individuals visit, with whom they
interact, what they buy, and what they
say can be readily captured, stored,
shared, bought and sold, combined with
other sources, and analyzed and
manipulated to create detailed databases
of personal information without the
individual's knowledge, control, or
consent. Ta rgeted advertising, spam,
identity theft, and stalking are examples
of potential ill effects.
A full complement of both policy
and technical strategies is necessary to
effectively address online privacy
concerns including legislation, user
education, international agreements,
and technology. Tools and technologies
such as strong encryption, Web
anonl,rnizers, antispyware software, and
firewalls and proxies reduce personal
privacy risk without hampering access
to information. Further, more wide-
spread implementation of specifications
such as the Platform for Privacy
Preferences Project (P3P) coupled with
user agents like Privacy Bird (http://
www.privacybird.com/) will empower
Internet users to make informed
decisions to interact with Internet sites
based on their expressed privacy
policies. Ensuring Internet privacy must
be a shared responsibility and collabora-
tive effort between consumers and
providers.
ACUTA: The well known and distin-
guished Computer Emergency Response
Tbam (CERT) is a part of your campus.
How did this center first come to your
campus, and what impact has it had on
your institution?
Cohon: The Cert@ Program is a part of
the Software Engineering Institute (SEI),
a federally funded research and develop-
ment center. In the fall of 1988 a college
student created a "worm" program that
infected ten percent of Internet systems
and served as a wake-up call for network
security. Following this incident, the
Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) charged SEI to
establish a center that would coordinate
communication among experts to
prevent future incidents. The charter of
the CERTo Coordination Center
(CERT@/CC) was to work with the
Internet community to respond to
security events, educate the community
at large about security issues, and
prevent security breaches.
As a result of the exponential
increase in the size of the Internet, its
use for critical functions, and the
increasing sophistication of intruder
techniques and potential for cata-
strophic damage, additional resources
were needed, and CERT@/CC became
part of a larger CERT@ program. Other
areas developed within the program
include education and training, research
and development, situational awareness,
and global relationships.
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ACUTA: CMU, like Texas A&M and
others, has a branch campus in the middle
east. Please share what this opportunity
has meant to your campus and add any
insight into other campuses that may be
considering a similar undertakin g.
Cohon: The campus in Qatar is well
aligned with our core strengths in
business and computer science, and also
with our mission of service to society.
The partnership with Qatar has enabled
us to bring a stronger Middle East focus
into our other education and research
programs and has allowed us to broaden
the experiences of our students in both
locations. This past fall semester the
class American -Arab Encounfers was
launched. Pittsburgh students and Doha
students met twice weekly via
videoconferencing to discuss the history
of U.S.-Arab relations and current
issues. They also participated in a weekly
online discussion with a larger group of
American and Arab students, facilitated
by the nonprofit group Soliya, whose
mission is to improve intercultural
understanding.
We recently had the opportunity to
introduce our excellent arts program to
the educational community in Doha
when the School of Drama streamed a
live broadcast of its production of
"Nathan the Wise" to members of the
Doha campus, as well as students,
faculty, and guests ofthe University of
Qatar. G.E. Lessing's masterpiece, with
its profound message of tolerance and
understanding, afforded our students-
both in Pittsburgh and Qatar-the
opportunity to have a meaningful
discussion of a critical topic of our time.
Neither of these amazing, culture-
bridging educational events would have
taken place had we not had a presence in
the Middle East. With the intense focus
of the international community in the
region, this may be the best time to be a
part ofthe effort to effect a positive and
lasting change.
ACUTA: Many of our brightest students
come from countries that are plagued with
terrorists. Since most if not all of these
students share our concern with recent
events, what do you do to prevent them
from being typecast with others with
whom they happen to share a nationality
but not political beliefs?
Cohon: One of the advantages of
working in a university setting is the
opportunity to meet students, faculty,
and visitors from all over the world. One
of the responsibilities of a university, or
any educational institution, is to take the
inherent diversity of cultures, traditions,
languages, and religious beliefs found on
a campus and use them to foster an
appreciation of differences, while
recognizing that we share a common
humanity. Diversity is a strategic priority
we take very seriously at Carnegie
Mellon, and we work very hard to create
a sense of inclusion and community,
particularly among our students.
AC U TA : Co ncl ud i n g ou r i nterv iew, ou r
focus for this issue of the Journal is
"Meeting the Security Challenge." Is there
any special project at CMU that you feel
would be ofinterest to our audience?
Cohon: The critical thing to realize
about the security challenge is that it has
so many facets: technology, policy,
organ izat ional dynamics, privacy,
education, and political choice. Any
notion of a "magic bullet" or simple
solution is an illusion.
Carnegie Mellon learned many years
ago that an interdisciplinary, multilevel
approach to almost all problems is more
effective. We are taking the same
approach to both research in and
implementation of security on campus.
We have gathered under an umbrella
organization called Cylab a collection of
faculty and research scientists through-
out the university who focus on
everything from data encryption to
privacy technologies to data mining to
management and policy issues related to
security. We believe the solutions will lie
in the conversations and resulting
collaborative work in which these
scholars engage.
In the implementation of IT security
on campus, we take a pluralist approach.
We don't believe that firewalls or
antivirus software or intrusion detection
systems alone are the solution. Rather,
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we implement all of these things along
with aggressive education of students in
a mandatory class called Computer
Skills Workshop about the new chal-
lenges and responsibilities in a less
secure, completely connected world.
Carnegie Mellon offers education
programs in security, including a
professional master's degree in informa-
tion security and an executive education
program. We received funding from the
National Science Foundation to organize
the development of an information
assurance capacity-building program
(IACBP) in which we train faculty from
other institutions (specifically histori-
cally Black colleges and universities and
Hispanic-serving institutions). Funding
was also provided by the Pittsburgh
Digital Greenhouse (now called The
Technology Collaborative) to create
educational games for K-12 that
promote safe and responsible comput-
ing (www.mysecurecyberspace.com).
We seek ways to use the results
emerging from our research labs to
inform our own institutional security
efforts (e.g., having cybersecurity classes
work with our information security
office to audit our own systems and
check for our own compliance with best
practices). Information security is one of
those places where Carnegie Mellon's
long tradition of interdisciplinary
problem-solving is the right approach
for everyone addressing this challenge.
ACUTA expresses our sincere appreciation to
Dr. Cohon for sharing his insights and
experience with us in this interview. You are
invited to visit the Carnegie Mellon campus at
http:iiwww.cmu.edu.
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Security Checklists
by Marjorie Windelberg, PhD "To do" lists at work, "honey do" lists at
home, grocery lists. Lists are useful
tools for organizing and managing
things. They help to ensure that we
don't forget to take care of what's
important. Security checklists serve a
similar purpose, and they can also be
used to benchmark your security
practices.
Security checklists are one part of
risk management, which is the set of
activities by which an organization
handles the probability and conse-
quences of adverse incidents. Adverse
incidents can affect the privacy or
confidentiality of data, the integrity of
data, or the availability of information
and information systems. Risk manage-
ment activities include assessing the
risks and then deciding whether to
Management controls are those for
managing risks. Management controls
cover policy and planning for security
management as well as assessing risks
and auditing or testing security
measures. Managing systems and
services also comes under the heading
of management controls.
Policy and Planning
Policy
. Does the information security
policy address purpose, scope,
ro1es, responsibilities, and
compliance?
. Are standards of reasonable care
and due diligence required?
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accept the risks or to take actions to
modifr or mitigate the level of risk.
The actions to modiSr or mitigate
risks are known as "controls" or
"countermeasures." These controls are
the basis for the security checklists
presented here. There are different ways
to categorize controls. One way is to
divide them into management, opera-
tional, and technical controls. Controls
can also be categorized as to whether
they prevent incidents, detect them, or
help in the response and recovery.
Management controls, operational
controls, and technical controls are
further defined in the following
sections. Each section also has a list of
controls and some sample questions for
evaluating the effectiveness of the
control.
Management Controls
. Are penalties and consequences
for failure to follow policies
enumerated?
Planning
. Are security plans required for all
systems, including networks?
. Are regular reviews and updates
to plans required?
Budget
. Is there adequate funding for
security, including personnel,
operations, and new acquisitions?
Risk Assessment
Policy
. Is risk management required,
including performance of risk
assessment and planning for
mitigation activities?
' Is periodic review and update of
assessments and plans required?
Classifications of information and
systems, including network infra-
structure
. ls sensitivity of information
(personal privacy or intellectual
ownership) identified?
. Is information classified as to how
critical it is to the organization's
mission?
. Are information systems and
network infrastructure compo-
nents prioritized for protection as
well as recovery?
Security Assessments and Audits
Policy
. How frequently should they be
performed? What scope is
needed?
. Does an independent third party
evaluate the security architecture
and controls?
. Are tracking of deficiencies and
plans to correct them required?
Testing and Monitoring
. Are systems scanned periodically
and after changes for vulnerabili-
ties such as default configurations,
misconfigurations, or unpatched
systems?
. Are systems monitored to ensure
that only allowed processes are
running? Are firewall rules
reviewed and periodically
updated?
. Are password cracking tests run to
identify weak or easily guessed
passwords?
Systems and Services Management
Policy
. Is information security required to
be considered for all IT systems
and services, whether purchased
or developed in-house?
. Is compliance with all laws and
regulations required? For example,
are laws with respect to copyright
or child pornography referenced?
Documentation
. Must security procedures,
guidelines, and standards be
documented? Are they?
. Are they reviewed and updated as
needed?
. Are they audited or tested as
needed?
Purchasing
. Are security standards required as
part of any purchase of informa-
tion technology products and
services?
. Are vendors evaluated for their
security capabilities?
Architecture
. Does the approach to security
include redundancy and layers of
defenses?
. Is the architecture designed 
- 
as
opposed to resulting from
reactions to threats and vulner-
abilities oYer time?
. Is the architecture periodically
reviewed?
Interconnections
. Are formal agreements required
for connections or data exchange
with external parties? Are external
parties evaluated for their security
capabilities?
Operational Controls
Operational controls are typically
procedures that people implement or
execute in a variety of areas. One is
systems operations and management
and the associated discipline of configu-
ration management. Incident response
and business continuity are also forms
of operational controls. Other areas are
personnel management, including
security awareness and training, and a
myriad of forms of physical security.
Security Operations and Maintenance
Network and System Administration
. Are unused ports closed? Are
systems hardened? That is, are
programs and utilities associated
with unneeded services deleted?
. Is the use of FTP limited?
Vulnerability Notification
. Do system and network adminis-
trators monitor both vendors and
public sources for inlormation on
vulnerabilities and availability of
patches?
. Are these advisories prioritized
and acted upon in an appropriate
time frame?
Fault and Problem Management
. Is there testing for system defects
and errors? Are information
system defects and errors tracked
and corrected in an appropriate
time frame?
Patches and Upgrades
. Are security patches and upgrades
installed in a timely manner?
' Are they tested prior to installa-
tion?
System and Media Disposal
. Are media properly wiped or
destroyed for disposal?
. Are paper records with sensitive
information, including security
settings, shredded rather than
thrown out?
Confi guration Management
Policy
. Is configuration management
practiced?
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. Are inventories of hardware and
software complete, accurate, and
up to date?
. Are configurations reviewed and
audited periodically?
. Are default settings and default
passwords changed when systems
and software are installed?
Telecommunications
. Is access to outside dialtone
blocked for trunks connecting the
voice system and the voicemail
system? Are unused voicemail
boxes removed promptly?
. Are trunk-to-trunk transfers
disallowed?
. Is call forwarding to off-premises
numbers disallowed?
VoIP
. Is the ability to log in remotely to
VoIP phones, servers, and
gateways limited?
. Are direct connections to the
Internet blocked?
Change Control
. Are change management proce-
dures required?
. Are changes to systems reviewed
and authorized?
. Are only authorized personnel
allowed to install or change
equipment or software?
. Are emergency change procedures
available but used only rarely?
. Are procedures for backing out
considered as part of the installa-
tion process? Is a test lab used to
test changes and restore proce-
dures?
Incident Response
Policy
. Is there a policy that establishes
incident response planning and
other capabilities?
. Does the policy require incidents,
including losses, to be reported?
. Is the plan reviewed and updated
periodically?
. Are components of the plan tested
regularly?
. Are staff members trained for
incident response?
Handling
. Are standards [or investigating
incidents set?
. Do standards address involvement
of law enforcement?
. Do they include procedural
protections for suspects?
. Are post-incident reviews required?
. Are they actually conducted, to
capture lessons learned?
Business Continuity
Policy
. Is a business continuity plan
required? Is the plan updated
regularly?
. Is testing ofthe business continuity
plan required?
. Are appropriate people trained to
follow the business continuity
plan?
Alternatives
. Is there route diversity and
redundancy in the network
configuration?
. Is there an alternative site for
processing?
Backups and Restores
. Are systems backed up regularly?
. Are backups stored off-site?
. Are restores from backups tested
periodically?
Personnel
. Are background checks required
for employees, temporary workers,
and contract workers who handle
sensitive data or administer critical
systems?
. Is separation of duties required?
. In handling termination situations,
is cooperation between human
resources and information
technology departments required?
. Are standards for termination set?
Security Awareness and Training
. Does a policy require security
training and awareness programs?
. Are users fully trained in security
awareness and risks associated
with information technology?
. Are users required to take security
training annually?
. Do technical sta[f receive appro-
priate quality security training?
Physical Security
Policy
. Is physical protection addressed
in policies?
Access to Sensitive Areas
. Do doors have locks?
. Are doors checked regularly?
. Are cameras and/or sensors used
for surveillance?
Network
. Is cabling sufficiently protected?
Alarms
. Are alarms in place?
. Are alarms monitored?
. Are there procedures for respond-
ing to alarms?
. Are alarms and monitoring
procedures tested?
Environment
. Is there emergency power and
Iighting?
. Is there fire protection?
. Are the.re sensors for temperature
and humidity?
. Are there protections againsl
water damage?
. Are there emergency shutdown
controls?
. Are environmental controls
monitored and tested?
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Technical Controls
Technical controls are primarily
implemented and carried out through
hardware or software mechanisms. In
addition to the basic objective of
protecting networks and systems,
technical controls include identification,
authentication, and access controls.
Finally, mechanisms for ensuring
auditability and accountability are also
technical controls.
Protection
Encryption
. Is encryption required for sensitive
information?
' Are data transmissions encrypted?
. Are records or files with sensitive
data encrypted when stored?
. Are log files encrypted?
. Is VoIP call content encrypted?
Malicious Code and Hackers
. Is antivirus software deployed and
kept updated?
. Is antispam antispyware software
deployed and updated?
. Are firewalls used and kept
updated?
. Is intrusion detection or intrusion
prevention used?
. Are IDS signatures updated
regularly?
. Is a file integrity checking tool used?
Identification and Authentication
Users
. Are shared or group accounts
disallowed?
. Are users required tolrovide
identifi cation and authentication
(e.g., account name and password
or PIN) before accessing resources?
. Is the use of guest and anonymous
accounts or access controlled?
Devices
. Are devices authenticated (e.g.,
with a MAC address) when
attaching to the network?
. Are RADIUS servers used?
. Has 802.1x been implemented?
Passwords
. Are strong passwords required?
Access Controls
Authorization for Use
. Are access control measures
required by policy to protect
information and systems?
' \trho may use data and information
systems?
. For what purposes may theY use
them?
. What activities are prohibited? Who
may operate or administer systems?
Mobile and Remote Use
. Is remote access addressed?
. Is wireless access addressed?
. Are portable devices such as
laptops and PDAs addressed?
Account Management
' Are unused and idle accounts
tracked and shut down?
. Are temporary accounts closely
controlled?
. Is administrator, root, or super user
access limited to only the few people
who have those responsibilities?
Unsuccessful Logons
. Are unsuccessful logon attemPts
tracked?
' Is an account locked after the
threshold for unsuccessful attempts
has been exceeded?
Session Controls
. Is a session locked after being idle?
. Is a session terminated upon
disconnect?
Logs and Audit Trails
. Are logs and audit trails enabled?
' Are logs and audit trails reviewed
for anomalies promptly and
regularly?
. Is traffic analysis done regularly?
. Is audit information protected?
Audit
Wireless
. Are scans for unauthorized wireless
access points performed?
' Are wireless access points reviewed
to find ones that are not ProPerlY
configured?
. Are wireless packets examined to
verif, that they are using the
standard authentication protocol?
Telecommunications
. Are trunk restrictions reviewed?
. Are voicemail boxes and access
reviewed for hacking and Patterns
of misuse?
' Are IVR setups reviewed for
patterns of misuse?
. Are call detail records and phone
bills reviewed for evidence of abuse
and fraud?
VoIP
. Do you review firewall log to
determine types of calls and
whether calls are changing tyPe
during the call?
Conclusion
You don't have to look very far to find
someone who has experienced a disaster
of some magnitude. (Do you live
anywhere near the Gulf Coast?) If you
haven't reviewed your own security
checklists, perhaps nowwould be a good
time for that review.
Marjorie Windelberg, Ph.D., teaches graduate-
level courses in information assurance and
homeland security for the University of
Maryland University College. An active
contributor to ACUTA publications and a
frequent presenter at ACUTA events, she can be
reached at mwindelberg@earthlink.net.
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by Luci Norlin
Higher Ed's Tricky Equation: Directories
Help Balance Availability with Security
According to the 2005 Campus Comput-
ing Survey conducted by the Campus
Computing Project, network and data
security was identified by campus IT
officials as a key issue that will affect
institutions over the next few years. Half
of the institutions participating in the
survey had experienced hacks or attacks
on their campus networks in the past
academic year,4l percent had suffered
major spy"ware infestations, 35 percent
had experienced major viruses, and 20
percent reported security incidents
involving identity management.
"The data confirm that network and
data security are major concerns for
campus IT officials across all sectors of
American higher education," said
Kenneth C. Green, founding director of
the Campus Computing Project. "The
2005 data also document a major shift in
campus IT priorities from instructional
integration to security and enterprise
resource planning (ERP)/infrastructure
issues."
The challenge arises from the
difficult balancing act that college and
university CIOs must master today: On
one hand, campus resources must
support academic freedom and interac-
tive learning environments where
students, professors, and researchers can
access, share, and publish at will. On the
other hand, this highly prized openness
makes universities targets for cyber
break-ins and other unauthorized uses
of institutional resources, including
rogue use ofboth physical spaces and
digital dara.
With both physical and data security
a top priority for most higher education
CIOs, a growing movement is taking
place to create more holistic approaches
to campus identity and access manage-
ment (IAM). Washington, D.C.-based
Howard University deployed just such
an approach, integrating a package of
security management solutions from
Siemens Communications that includes
physical control and monitoring
technologies as well as sophisticated
identity- and access-management
systems.
"There is considerable value in
deploying a converged security solution
for logical and physical access," said
Datamonitor security analyst Tim
Gower. For example, by deploying an
integrated smart card security solution
for both data and physical access,
Gower's firm estimates that an enter-
prise may save more than $2 million
annually for every 2,000 people covered
by such a combined IAM system.
According to a Datamonitor survey
of 53 organizations, substantial cost
savings result not only from the
protection of resources and data, but
also from such factors as reduced time
spent on sign-on procedures, better
management of PKI certificates,
consolidation of access privileges onto
multifunctional smart cards, easier card
provisioning, and reduced numbers of
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password-related queries made to IT
departments.
This same logic can be applied to
universities and colleges, whereby IAM
comprises the creation, maintenance,
and administration of identities as well
as the permissions and policies that
determine who gets access to what and
under what circumstances. The process
of digital identity management com-
bines authentication, in which end users
are challenged to prove that they are
who they say they are, with authoriza-
tion, in which an individual or group
identity is matched with a set of access
rights to various systems and files.
Directories Play a Crucial Role
Clearly, directories play a crucial role in
the security architectures of colleges and
universities. However, the problem is
that there are too many of them. Such
directories contain redundant sets of
user IDs and data. And they are
managed separately, with different tools
and commands. Adminstrators struggle
to maintain consistency between entries
and must keep track of user access rights
across multiple systems and accounts.
Such synchronization of data among
directories is a time-consuming, often
manual job.
IT administrators are severely
hindered in their ability to identi$, and
plug security holes as well as provision
and deprovision user-access rights in a
timely manner. As a result, academic
institutions are increasingly using meta-
directories as the basis for campuswide
IAM infrastructure. From a manageabil-
ity perspective, meta-directory platforms
provide the umbrella infrastructure to
synchronize and tie together disparate
directories and allow IT managers to
centrally administer IAM throughout all
applications and security systems-all
from a single console. Meta-directories
are vital for storing, maintaining, and
updating identities and related informa-
tion. The information they house can be
used for reference purposes, user
authentication, and access control.
Meta-directories help strengthen an
academic institution's defenses against
growing security threats-inside as well
as outside the campus. Here's how:
1. Rapid provisioning and
deprovisioning. Access rights can be
provisioned for incoming students,
faculty, and visitors-as soon as they
arrive on campus-and can be
deprovisioned the moment they leave.
The meta-directory's dynamic links to
all relevant directories and security
systems ensure that no resources will be
overlooked. This minimizes the
Iikelihood that a departing end user will
What ls a Meta-Directory?
In computer language, a directory is a
part o[ a file system thal contains a
group of files and/or other directories
(called subdirectories). In the same
way that an office might have an entire
room dedicated to a vast filing system,
a computer file system maY contain
thousands of files. Directories help
organize them by keeping files that are
related together.
A meta-directory is "nothing more
than an architectural concePt that
covers the issues necessary to imple-
ment an umbrella directory over other
directories....A directory becomes a
meta-directory when it's used as the
focal point to manage other directo-
ries," says Michael Chacon at
MCPMag.com.
From a technical perspective, there
are two main approaches to meta-
directories, explains Chacon. One is
synchronization of data stores, in which
information is replicated from one data
store to another. "This is a necessary
feature of an independent directory
service, such as NDS or AD, in order to
maintain accurate and authoritative
information within the distributed
databases that make uP the respective
directories," says Chacon. "However, for
the meta-directory, synchronization-
specific information in each indepen-
dent directory must be replicated to the
other."
The other approach is chaining,or
b roker ing, in which data is retrieved
from another data store but the local
data store is not updated. To fulfill a
request for information, the system
looks to the authoritative source.
("Meta-Directory Mindset," April 2000, http://
M.mcpmag.com/columns/
print.asp?EditorialsID= 167)
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retain, and possibly abuse, access rights
to campus systems data.
2. Centralized management. Administra-
tors can monitor and control user access
across all IT systems from a single
console. This allows for quick and
proactive response to potential security
breaches.
3. Granular, poiicy-based control. Meta-
directory IAM platforms use preset
policies to determine who gets access to
what on an increasingly granular level.
This is crucial to institutions of higher
learning. Adminstrators need to
provision access privileges according to
the various student, professor, and
visitor roles.
4. Control ofboth logical and physical
resources. More and more campus
environments are working toward a
single sign-on or single password
approach for both logical IT resources
and physical facilities. This is done by
connecting meta-directories to smart
card systems to control access to
dormitories, computer rooms, laborato-
ries, libraries, and other restricted
campus areas.
Selecting the Best Meta.Directory
Meta-directories are critical components
of effective IAM solutions, providing
both openness and security to numerous
types of users. \A/hen choosing a meta-
directory solution, characteristics to
look for include the following:
. High performance. As a central
clearing house for identity information
across the enterprise, the meta-directory
needs to be able to respond to multiple
simultaneous queries, authentication
requests, and user information updates
in a timely fashion, even during peak
traffic hours.
. A scalable, flexible architecture that
can be tailored, configured, and
reconfigured to meet specific needs. In
addition to campus user populations,
many colleges provide information
resources, in a secured fashion, to
commuting and even telecommuting
students, as well as to alumni, other
schools, and the public. Furthermore, an
organization might have millions of ID
entries or a few hundred, a couple of
workgroup directories or one huge
global active directory (AD), or a
hundred different directory-enabled
applications.
. High availability and reliability.
Given the critical role it plays in an
organization's IAM infrastructure, a
meta-directory platform should be
equipped with business continuance
features such as automatic backup and
restore, redundancy, and a centralized
console for performance monitoring
and troubleshooting.
. Standards support that enables the
meta-directory to communicate with
other standards-based systems without
the need to write special links or scripts.
For example, most directory-enabled
applications use Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP), a standard that
enables clients to interact with a
directory (or directories and a meta-
directory to interact) for authentication
and profile retrieval.
. Proprietary support. Not all systems
and applications support LDAP;
therefore, the meta-directory needs to
support a full range of vendor-specific
application programming interfaces
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(APIs). For example, Windot's server
management applications often use
Nlicrosoft's NT Sequential Access
Ivlethod or Active Directorv Services
Interface APIs. Even if a directory
supports LDAP, proprietarv APIs tend to
support richer functior.rality than
generic LDAP-enabled applications.
. Integrated modules. A meta-
directory platform rvorks best as a suite
of integrated functional t.nodules,
starting r'vith a basic platform and
adding n.rodules as needed. A typical
initial deploynrent urould consist of tl-re
meta-directory engine, a data store, and
a hub that ties evervthing together. Later
additions might include automated
workflou, and additional agents that link
to proprietarl,, directory-enabled
applications.
. Interoperabilitl'.A meta-director,v
should be able to run on top of all the
popular operating systems, including
Microsoft Wir-rdorvs, Linux, and various
Unix platforms. This allow's IT staffs to
deploy the meta-director,v on the
operating system thev and end users are
most familiar rvith, for nhicl.r a suPport
structure already exists in the organiza-
tion.
Conclusion
When students go awav to college, the,v
prepare to master tough equations rvhile
striking the right balance betr'veen
academic and social 1ife. Hardly anyone
in this group realizes t1.rat the chief
information officers at these places of
higher education are also u,orking to
create a perfect balance-not betrveen
prioritizing assignments and seeing all
their friends, but betweelr providing
appropriate rccess to inlormrtion lo
faculty, staff, and students on the one
hand and denying access to those rvho
rvould cau'e mischief or comntit crimes
on the other.
Luci Norlin is the national higher education
business development manager at Siemens
Communications lnc. Reach her at
luci.norlin@siemens.com.
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(Art Leible)
How to Communicate with Executives
(Sue Workman)
Hybrid PBX - VoIP Solution at Georgetown
(Donna White)
NLR & Other Research Projects
(John Moore)
Solutions for Individuals with Communication Disabilities
(Bill Stobbe, Judy Viera)
Structured Cabling Standards - Evolving with Migration
(fason Krauskopf)
VoIP Research
(Walt Magnussen)
Documentation & Installation of Communications
Infrastructure
(Bruce Cotsonas, Todd Strand)
Meeting the Demand for Wireless Connectivity
(Nate Walker, Mike Ruiz)
Navigating the Technology Procurement Process
(Douglas Carolus, Scott Claverie)
Beyond Unified Messaging, What's Next?
(Neal Shact, Fred McConnell)
Trends in Wireless Security and Intrusion Prevention
(Rohit Mehra)
Three Essentials in Emergency Event Management
(Kathy Veldboom)
Connecting the Campus 
- 
A Convergence Process
(Frank Vaskelis, Michael Lewis)
How to Move your Call Centers to IP
(Terry Dunigan)
Ideas that Communicate
(Steve Witt)
Deploying l0GBASE-T Cabling
(Hugo Draye)
Reach Anyone with Speech-Enabled Auto Attendants
(Terry Griffin)
The Convergence of IT & AV
(Richard Tregaskes, Graham Naylor-Smith)
Using Traffic Management Solutions
(Larry Schmidt)
Of all the associations that exist today, only ACUTA focuses on the specific challenges faced by those
of us who provide voice, data, and video services on campus. ACUTA programs focus on what we need
to know in order to serve our institutions effectively. Attendance at ACUTA events is a crucial part of
my own professional development as well as others on my staff.
Matt Arthur
Washington University at St. Louis
ACUTA Program Chair
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Disaster Recovery Planning Essentials
Catherine McNair Can't get any budget money to plan for
a disaster? Ifyour organization is like
many others, any disaster recovery
budget money available is already tied
up in protecting the data infrastructure.
You and I both know, however, that
protecting the voice capabilities ofyour
organization is just as important-and
sometimes even more so.
Until you can get approval for more
money, what can you do? Plenty.
Although you recognize the need for
equipment upgrades and adding
redundancy, and haven't a spare minute
to spend on all this, there are a few
things you can and should do.
Gover the Basics
Wherever you are in the planning
stages, don't forget a few important
basics. The first is to run through a test
of whatever level plans you have. No
disaster recovery planning effort is
complete without testing how well it
will work. A mock drill, a tabletop
exercise, or an actual out-of-hours
simulation uncovers gaps in the
planning that you can fill before a
disaster happens. Some disaster
recovery consulting service companies
will do a short drill for a verv reason-
able fee.
The second is to put a copy of your
documented plan off-site. Whatever you
have documented, it is essential to have
a copy off-site. Keep a copy at an
alternate site-your home, a document-
storage facility, or your car. |ust don't
have the only copy in your office, in case
you aren't able to get into your office.
Disaster recovery professionals insist
that if the document doesn't exist off-
site, it might as well not exist at all.
Use What You Have
There will probably come a time when
you will be requesting budget money for
additional disaster recovery planning or
infrastructure upgrades to make your
equipment more reliable and survivable.
It will be to your benefit to show how
you've already exhausted efforts to use
what you have in place today. Take the
time to begin a few simple activities such
as ensuring that you have system
backups and reviewing the capabilities
ofyour telephone system for disaster
recovery uses,
The following bears mentioning
because it costs so little: Have extra
backups ofyour voice system configura-
tion and rotate that media off-site.
Rotate those backups on a regular basis.
Store them off-site even if you have to
take them home. If the on-site backup is
destroyed, you could save the day ifyou
had the foresight to make another one
and take it off-site lor preservation.
Take a look at your voice systems
with an eye toward enhancing your
ability to automatically recover from
failures and to improve your system's
ability to support emergency response
efforts. You may find features or
capabilities that can be enabled,
methods of improving call-routing
strategies, or other changes that can be
put in place with little to no cost. Some
questions to consider might include:
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' Can you create a fast way to redirect
cal1s internally if you have to leave a
building suddenly? A button on an
operator console that call forwards a
main or a DID number to an alternate
number, auto attendant, or voicemaii
a1lows personnel to redirect calls and
exit the building quickly. Remember-
these abilities depend on the system
being available. Ifthe system is shut
down, you must use other means to
redirect calls. You may have different
procedures for redirecting calls depend-
ing on whether the system is available or
not.
. Do you have extra equipment that
can be set up for emergency use and
stored at an off-site location? This may
be phones, circuit cards, or even a spare
system no longer used.
. IP (Internet protocol) telephony
technology can add diversity to the
communication methods your system
uses. The ability to utilize the data
network as a communication path
provides an alternate path to complete
phone calls or other applications. Ifyou
have already implemented IP telephony,
consider how this capability might be
used to provide an alternate communi-
cation path for users.
. Do you have a way of identifying the
location of a 91 1 caller? For example,
features such as Avaya Communication
Manager's crisis-alert can help-when
properly administered, it sends an
emergency alert to a designated phone
whenever 911 is called. This feature can
be enabled very quickly at no additional
cost. For more advanced needs, E91 I
products and services are important to
consider for human safety. If you're not
fuliy prepared to identily a ca1ler's
location to emergency response teams,
From the website of the lJniversityof Georgia in Athens: http://ww.infosec.uga.edu/
The Five As of Security
Underlying a successful security program is a comprehensive security
policy that defines the details for command, control, and compliance and
provides a road map for maintenance as the program matures.
The five,{s act as general guidelines:
Administration: Determine who will maintain, modift, and monitor
security policy information.
Authorization: Insist on providing only authorized access.
Asset: Keep all information confidential.
Accountability: Make sure you can track and monitor who performs
transactions at all times. Be able to determine if these
transactions are appropriate.
Assurance: Understand that the survivability of your program ls
related to the survivability of your security policy and
vice versa.
this alone may be enough to warrant a piace, creating new backups so recent
budget approval to protect students, changes are not lost, and many other
administrators, and educators. aspects of the system configuration. This
Michael crisler, program manager allows us to proactively get the system
for public safety and cybersecurity for back to the state it was in before the
Miami-Dade County in Florida, has put hurricane and lessens the impact on our
detailed procedures in place to protect users'" A simple checklist review such as
the media servers at the Office of this one can be used when there is time
Emergency Management EoC (Emer- to PrePare systems for downtime' And'
gency Operations Center) when disaster users experience seamless operations'
strikes. During recent hurricane seasons, Although your situation may not
when the Florida coastline was threat- exactly fit these examples, my hope is to
ened by multiple hurricanes, these spark ideas for ways you can use the
procedures were an important safeguard system you have to your best advantage.
to the county's continued business
operations. "one of many levels of Get out and Meet People
protection the county has in place is a Telecommunications managers tend to
comprehensive review of our EOC be lonely. We end up with basement
telephones when the hurricane warnings offices away from our coworkers and
come in," said Crisler. "The review often avoid them because that's just an
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opportunity for complaints. Don't avoid
certain kinds of contact with your
peers...they can help you.
Get to know business continuity
people. Assuming that this isn't you, one
person in your organization you
definitely want to get to know is the
business continuity planner. This may be
a person with the title of business
continuity manager or something
similar, or it may be an IT manager or
an executive with responsibility for
continuity of business operations. This
person can do two things for you: He or
she influences how disaster recovery
money is spent and possesses knowledge
you need.
Other business continuity profes-
sionals can be found at local groups
such as a chapter ofthe Association of
Continuity Planners, or organiza tions
such as Disaster Recovery Institute
International and International Disaster
Recovery Association. Each of these
organizations has a website with
resources and contacts. In addition, the
Disaster Recovery Journalis an excellent
source of articles, information, and
online references.
Get to know other communications
technology professionals. You're already
doing this by your involvement with
ACUTA and by reading this journal.
ACUTA seminars and conferences often
offer sessions specific to business
continuity and disaster recovery. At
these sessions, you learn strategies as
well as what other communications
managers are doing. Organizations like
this can provide valuable contact with
other communications professionals.
There are also user groups specific
to vendors you work with. Even if you
just begin contacting other communica-
tions managers informally to discuss
ideas or concerns, you are collaborating
and sharing ideas that could benefit
your organization.
Start Writing
Don't skip this section because you hate
to write (or you don't have time). One of
the most important disaster recovery
planning exercises you can do is to
document information that will be
needed for recovery efforts. Even if you
are starting with no disaster recovery
plan at all, you can prepare information
that may be very valuable if a disaster
occurs. Begin by documenting equip-
ment or assistance that will be needed in
a recovery effort, and store a copy of
these documents off-site. When you do
seek funding for business continuity and
disaster-recovery work you know is
necessary, having documented as much
as possible will put you ahead. You'll
have a clearer idea of the most vulner-
able areas of the infrastructure so you
can prioritize what is needed. You will
also have a clearer idea of where you
need assistance from outside the
organization, such as from a consultant
to help your planning efforts, or hot site
vendor to provide an alternate recovery
site.
Begin documenting by creating an
inventory of all equipment you currently
have, along with the vendor that
maintains it. Include serial numbers,
contact information for the vendors, and
other pertinent information such as
contractual issues, costs, or account
numbers. Document your power and
wiring infrastructures. And-very
important-document anything you
know about the impact of a disaster. If
an area of your business is vulnerable,
document where and why. For instance,
if you know that during registrations,
the financial aid department cannot be
without phones for more than a certain
amount of time, and that if there were
an outage the public impact would be
unacceptable, then detail this informa-
tion for those who hold the purse
strings. Showing a significant financial
impact will improve your chances of
gaining approval for the improvements
you need to make.
You might feel you do not have time
for these tasks. You may need to simply
focus your efforts on documenting what
you know about the impact of an
outage; document the efforts you have
made and include everything you know
about what the costs would be if a
disaster occurred. The impact of a
disaster will cost more than infrastruc-
ture improvements or a consultant to
help you. Armed with specific informa-
tion, you have leverage to obtain
funding for the disaster recovery efforts
you know are necessary. In the mean-
time, you can satisf,, your conscience by
doing your best to protect the infra-
structure so critical to the success of
your organization.
Catherine McNair is a certified Associate
Business Continuity Planner (ABCP) and a
business continuity consultant with Avaya lnc.,
with over 12 years of experience in designing
and implementing telecommunications
solutions for enterprise businesses. Reach her
at catherine.mcnair@earthlink.net.
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Passing the Test of ProductivitY
My first PC was a Commodore PC10-2 with
two 5.25" floppy drives, and it ran at "turbo
speed" of 10 Mhz. With a 1200-baud modem, I
could have sent text messages-had I known
anyone who could receive them.
We've come a long way over the Years.
Everything is much smaller, much faster, more
powerful, more interconnected, more inte-
grated, and more mobile. Convergence is upon
us, and a cell phone may now also be a PDA,
text messenger, camera) music and video player,
Web browser, and e-mail station. I applaud the
ingenuity of the designers; however, in the name
of progress we must be careful not to impede
productivity-not every change improves the
bottom 1ine.
Sacrificing Usability
Here's a difficult thought for the technophiie:
In the very competitive world of high technol-
ogy, it's easy to fall into the trap of trading
usability for gadgetry. Applications overlap
features and duplicate capabilities. Installing
one application adds buttons and plugs to other
applications. On most of our systems, there are
at least seven different ways to generate a PDF
file from text, depending upon the application
used to open the fiie. A PC talks to a PDA,
PDAs talk to each other, and cell phones talk to
everyone.
However, if a colleague sends an old-
fashioned e-mail, it could arrive on all four
devices at once. Removing an unwanted
message from one device does not necessarily
remove it from all of them. It might aiso be on
the network or on the server ofyour ISP and
remain there until it suddenly appears once
again, unexpected and ill timed.
by Mick McKellar The complex interaction of PC
applications and the varieties of
hardware may make the gadgets we
purchase less useful than if we could
easily categorize their functions. Do we
really need a phone that doubles as a
camera and a voice recorder? Should we
be running the batteries down while
listening to music at our desk? Those
who love technology for technology's
sake should have input into purchasing
decisions but may have to be reminded
that some innovations maY not be
sound business decisions.
There are also physical limitations of
the trend toward small. Buttons have
become so small that those with large
hands may have difficulty pressing only
one at a time. P1us, older workers may
have difficulty reading button labels-or
anything at all-on a tiny screen.
Here's the lesson:When Purchasing
software, ask the tough questions. Is it
really going to improve the way the
work gets done, save money, and/or
result in the more efficient use of time?
When you look at hardware for your
staff, always obtain sample devices for
them to test and manipulate. Gather
feedback, and then listen to their
suggestions. It could mean the staff will
be more willing to actually use the
devices, and this will improve their
productivity.
Too Many Choices?
There have been occasions that I'm
certain I spent more time setting up the
software and hardware to accomplish a
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given task than I spent accomplishing
the task. A full menu gives you greater
flexibility and more choices. A limited
menu means faster decisions and less
time spent on the task.
In some cases, are we providing our
colleagues and employees too many
options and too much flexibility?
Having too many options may actually
make it more difficult to get the job
done. Does someone who spends most
of his or her time editing text and
spreadsheets for intradepartmental
communications really need a full copy
of Photoshop to accomplish those
tasks? A Iess expensive and more
limited program may still have all the
tools needed, but without forcing the
user to wade through as many complex
options.
Iesson: Analyze the tasks you or
your staff have to accomplish, and
authorize the purchase of software and
hardware to meet those needs in the
most efficient and direct manner. You
may not be able to create an animated
GIF file, but those aren't much use on a
departmental memo anyway.
The Price of Power
Complex and expensive programs
usually require high-priced, powerful
hardware. Ever upgrade one ofyour
favorite programs only to find out it
won't run on your three-year-old PC or
on the current version ofyour operat-
ing system? I recently upgraded my
mapping program, which integrates
with a certain office suite, only to
discover that the new version of my
mapping program can't (or won't) talk
to that legacy office suite. It's like
having two old friends who are angry
with each other.
It appears that the interaction of
applications will likely only increase in
the future, and such surprises will occur
more often. Integrated office suites solve
part of the problem, as long as you use
only the applications that are part of the
suite. The issue of backward compatibil-
ity also enters the fray at this point.
Although my legacy version of a popular
office suite meets all my needs, it cannot
efficiently open or properly display files
created with the latest version of the
same program.
Iessoa.'Purchase your hardware to
run your software. You may not need the
latest, fastest, hottest gaming machine to
run your office suite, but you want to
purchase a machine at least one step
above what your software requires. You
can be certain the upgrade will need
more power and space. Also, look for
common denominators. If vou are
Bea Author!
Have you secretly longed to see your name in print?
Have you ever thought about how impressed your
colleagues, your staff, and your boss would be if you
had an article published?
Wouldn't that credit look great on your resume?
The ACUTAJournalwill help you realize these dreams. lf
you've got a story to tell, we will see that it gets printed
for all the world to see (well, all the ACUTA world
anyway).
Call or e-mail editor Par Scort at BS91279-333g x221
or pscott@acuta.org. Your next great accomplishment is
just a few words away!
Published
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sending formatted text files from your
machine, will rich text format files carry
your formatting? If so, then your older
office suite may well be sufficient to
work with a colleague's shiny new one.
The Need to Know How
You upgrade one ofyour favorite
programs, then open it up and find a
totally unfamiliar interface. The menus
look different, and the choices have
become so numerous that they don't
even show the entire list unless you click
a second time to display the whole thing.
And when did menu items become so
complex we need pictures to understand
the functions? Years ago, I used
WordPerfect 5.1 on my PC, and all the
functions I needed were mapped to the
twelve F keys at the top of my AI
keyboard. I could fly with that simple
interface. Then something "wonderful"
happened: With the convenience and
flexibility of a windowed interface, and
with mouse control, came so many more
options that the function keys were
outnumbered. I had to relearn how to
use my office suite.
With each upgrade to my favorite
software come changes that affect the
way I use the program. Some changes I
learn immediately because I cannot
accomplish my daily tasks without those
features. Other functions, like a mail
merge, for example, come up far less
often and require research and lots of
questions to otherwise busy colleagues.
When you proudly present your
employees with a shiny new version of
their favorite software package, it is wise
to remember that they will likely
stumble a bit before running again.
Lesson: Before introducing an
upgrade or a new package, research the
"What's New in Version X.X" informa-
tion available on the company website.
Try to determine, first of all, if there is
anything new in there that you need. If
not, consider postponing the upgrade. If
you must upgrade, sit down with some
staff or colleagues and look at the new
version and the list of what's new.
Decide whether the interface has
changed or the functionality has
changed enough to require training.
Provide the training or support needed
to make the transition smoothly. If you
don't, you may notice that, despite the
shiny new software, productivity has
gone down while your staff struggle in
frustration.
Be a Pioneer on the Trailing Edge
A wise young professor once told me
that he wanted to be a pioneer on the
trailing edge of technology. He meant
that he wanted to add important
technological features to his courses and
to his workplace, but he wanted to use
proven technology that could be
supported and would be familiar to the
majority of his students. He found that
the time wasted configuring bleeding-
edge technologies with the legacy
systems he had available, the time spent
learning to integrate the technologies
with each other, and the time invested in
learning to use and teaching others to
use those technologies was too much for
the expected return.
There are some advantages to nearly
every improvement to the technology
that surrounds us. The tablet PC has
tremendous promise in situations where
one needs to be mobile and record
information via a pen-based interface.
There are very promising applications in
inventory control and the medical
profession.
With all the improvements in
connectivity and convergence of
function so much a focus of our
technology efforts, there are some trade-
offs that must be carefully considered
and factored into the total cost of
implementing new hardware and
software. A wireless connection is of no
additional value to someone whose PC
is still sitting in the same place it always
has and is not likely to be moved. Newer
and faster is not necessarily better, and it
always pays, in every way, to make well-
informed decisions.
Elwin "Mick" McKellar, Jr., is retired from
Michigan Technological University. He can be
reached at mick@pasty.net.
Y
Correction to Spring ACUTA lournal
In the article "KU Advanced Network Services Registry" in the Spring ACUTA Journal, there is an error in the
illustration on page 42.The box between the "End-User Device" and the "Access Control Manager" should be labeled
"WLAN Access Point." We apologize to the author and to our members if this caused any confusion.
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Here's My Advice
continued from page 48
employees, facultS security, and medical
personnel communicate in a crisis
without an infrastructure? How would
educational delivery be maintained, and
what about the safety and security of
students, employees, and faculty during a
crisis situation? Conducting a risk and
security assessment is a critical compo-
nent in developing a campus BCp/DRp.
A subcomponent of a BCp/DRp is to
first conduct a business impact analysis
(BIA). A BIA examines the elements of
risk in the form of a risk assessment.
Risk would consist of three components:
asset, threat, and vulnerability.
1. An IT asset or data asset is an item or
collection of items that has a quantitative
or qualitative value to a college or
university. Some common assets are
workstations, servers, applications, and
voice, video, and data communications
equipment as well as research and
development intellectual property and
grant research information and data.
2. A threat is any agent, condition, or
circumstance that could potentially cause
harm, loss, damage, or compromise to an
IT asset or data asset owned by a college
or university. From an IT infrastructure
perspective, threats may be categorized as
circumstances that can affect the
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of
the IT asset or data asset in terms of
destruction, disclosure, modification,
corruption of data, or denial of service.
Examples of threats to an IT infrastruc-
ture for a campus or university include
but are not limited to the following:
. Unauthorized access
. Stolen/lost/damaged/modified data
' Disclosure of confidential information
. Hacker attack
. Virus and malware
. Denial-of-serviceordistributed
denial-of-service attack
. Acts of God, weather, or catastrophic
damage
3. Vulnerability deals with any weakness
in the IT infrastructure or IT compo-
nents that may be exploited to allow a
threat to destroy, damage, or compro-
mise IT assets.
Weaknesses in the system design are
commonly found with software. There is
no software or code in existence that
does not have bugs, weaknesses, or
vulnerabilities, which is why software
vendors limit their liability in their
software licensing agreements. They
simply cannot take on the liability of
imperfect software code in their
applications. Manyvulnerabilities are
derived from the various kinds of
software that are commonplace within
the IT infrastructure-software that can
be exploited by perpetrators seeking to
threaten a college or university campus.
Examining the assets, risks, and
vulnerability of a campus's IT infra-
structure helps CIOs and directors make
sound business decisions pertaining to
what needs to be secured and where
funding should be prioritized. With the
increase in risks, threats, and vulner-
abilities and other exploits in IT infra-
structures, IT security professionals are
often unable to address known vulner-
abilities before the next unknown
vulnerability appears. This catch-22
scenario forces IT professionals and
management to determine, from a risk-
and security-assessment perspective, the
most mission-critical assets. Most IT
budgets are limited, especially for invest-
ments in securing the IT infrastructure.
This limitation forces an organization to
prioritize fu nding carefully.
Risk and security assessments allow
the organization to assess which IT and
data assets must be protected and
secured more than others. In addition, a
risk assessment will allow an organiza-
tion to make informed tactical and
strategic business decisions pertaining to
securing its most valuable IT and data
assets.
The Human Element
Finally, a risk and security assessment
allows an organization to understand
the roles, responsibilities, and account-
abilities for IT professionals and IT
security professionals throughout the
organization. Risk and security
assessments typically find gaps and voids
in the human responsibility and
accountability for dealing with risks,
threats, and vulnerabilities. Given the
magnitude of the IT security responsi-
bility, segregation of duties and dissemi-
nation of these duties to IT and IT
security professionals is a critical step in
many IT organizations in higher
education. The dissemination of roles,
responsibilities, and accountabilities
throughout the IT infrastructure or
areas of risk management can be clearly
defined once the risks, threats, and
vulnerabilities are identified within an
organization's IT infrastructure.
David Kim was the chief operating officer of
(lSC)'?lnstitute, the education and delivery arm
of (lSC)'?(www.isc2.org), the certification and
accreditation body of the CISSP@ certification
for information security professionals. He is
currently the president and chief security
officer of Security Evolutions lnc. He can be
reached at dkim@securityevolutions.com.
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Risk and Security Assessments for Your
Campus lT lnfrastructure
Many colleges and universities are now
considering performing a risk and
security assessment to determine the
level of security for their entire IT
infrastructure. Such an assessment may
indicate that certain steps are necessary
to secure the privacy information and
data specific to students, employees, and
laculty members. This increase in
concern, coupled with recent privacy
and compliance laws such as FERPA and
HIPAA, reflects a general awareness of
the importance of maintaining the
confidentiaiity of grades, financial
information, and personal healthcare
information of students and employees.
Goals and Objectives of a Risk and
Security Assessment
There are many goals and objectives that
a college or university may consider
prior to undergoing a risk and security
assessment. Some may be the result of
required compliance with new laws,
mandates, and regulations for informa-
tion security.
A sound and comprehensive security
process coupled with a robust IT
security architecture and framework
(e.g., policies, standards, procedures,
and guidelines) will help an organiza-
tion ensure the integrity of its IT
infrastructure and assets and meet the
organization's minimum acceptable risk
or exposure level. This exposure level
must be properly aligned with the
institution's business liability and asset
replacement insurance policy as part of
the organization's security process
definition. This security process would
incorporate three keY elements:
prevention, detection, and response.
1. Prevention deals with the implemen-
tation of security controls and counter-
measures or saleguards within the
campus IT infrastructure to ensure that
the confidentiality, integritY, and
availability of the system or application
are protected.
2. Detection focuses on monitoring IT
infrastructure and assets, including the
use of such tools as log files, audit trails,
intrusion detection systems, and
vulnerability assessment reports.
3. Response deals with the reaction of
the IT organization to a security breach
or incident.
Where Does a Risk and Security Assess'
ment Fit in with an lnstitution's Overall
Strategic Plan and lT Infrastructure?
The devastation caused by Hurricane
Katrina has motivated many colleges
and universities to invest in the develop-
ment of a comprehensive business
continuity plan and a disaster recovery
plan (BCP/DRP) for their IT infrastruc-
ture. It is apparent that voice, video, and
data communications and the infra-
structure that supports these services are
all critical and essential elements. Most
of us can only imagine having no voice
or data communications or Internet
access. How wouid key camPus
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Are you ready for the Digital Generation?
DiEital Generation !di-juh-tLthl je-nuh-'ray-shun\
Definition: .l 
" 
a grcLtp of conlempr:raneoLrs individuals ,;vith cultural c'social characteristics,
lechnoLoqical expelences and attitude s. 2. lndividuals lvho see lir.ritlrss possibilities througl:
tic usr: ol technolcqy Io inragirc. lo dream, to enviston nelor possibt:ilies, to create and
ol lorrse, lo learnl
Today's students have grown up in a digital world along with a sea of electronic digital devices.
Naturally when selecting a school, they expect the latest in cutting-edge technologies
to be offered,
Let NEC show you how to meet the communication needs of the Digital Generation.
0ur solutions for higher education provide a full range of the latest cyber-infrastructure
technologies, enabling campuses to offer innovative teaching methodologies, drive new
sources of revenue and manage costs. NEC's solutions are comprised of voice, data and video
products, applications and services built on the latest lP communication technologies, These
solutions address campus needs ranging from mobility to network security and campus safety,
www. necunif ied.com/h ighered
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